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Abstract 

Dielectrophoresis enables label-free and non-invasive cellular characterization and identification 

based on a cell’s distinctive dielectric properties. This thesis introduces a multi-frequency 

dielectrophoresis based technique which provides an approach for simultaneous determination of 

multiple dielectric properties of intracellular constituents. Here, a cytometer capable of dual-

frequency DEP analysis of single cells while in-flow is developed. The application of the 

cytometer is demonstrated by simultaneous characterization of the membrane capacitance, Cmem, 

and cytoplasm conductivity, scyt, of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. It is shown that the dual-

frequency DEP cytometer enables identification of different dielectric related changes in a cell 

sample with multiple subpopulations. This application is demonstrated for CHO cells under 

starvation-induced apoptosis by using one frequency of the cytometer to identify viable and 

apoptotic cells within a sample and the other frequency to characterize their dielectric parameters. 

Results show that during starvation, Cmem starts to decrease even before cells reach the apoptotic 

state. Results also show that scyt initially remains constant and declines dramatically for early 

apoptotic cells. 

In the second part of this thesis, a wide-band DEP cytometer capable of characterizing DEP 

response of single cells over the entire β-dispersion region is developed. Wideband DEP cytometry 

provides the Clausius–Mossotti factor (CMF) spectrum of a cell enabling development of a 

complete dielectric model for biological cells. It also provides the first and second crossover 

frequencies of the CMF spectrum allowing accurate identification of different cell types. The 

application of this system is demonstrated for CHO cells under starvation-induced apoptosis. 

Results show that transition of cells from viable to apoptotic state is accompanied by decrease in 
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their CMF spectra over the β-dispersion region and subsequently an increase in their first crossover 

frequency as well as a decrease in their second crossover frequency. 

The last part of this thesis focuses on using the DEP cytometer to investigate the impact of thermal 

stress on single CHO cells. It is observed that the membrane capacitance of cells decreases for a 

small increase in the temperature, suggesting alteration in morphological features of the cell 

membrane surface. It is also shows that the cell’s cytoplasm conductivity remains fairly stable over 

the hyperthermia temperature range and decreases at higher temperatures.  
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1.1 RESEARCH RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVES 

In recent years, there has been a surge in development of electrical based techniques for monitoring 

and investigating biological systems[1]–[6]. Electrical based techniques employ cell’s distinctive 

dielectric properties for cellular characterization and manipulation without labeling or staining [7]–

[12]. Thus, they create the opportunity to investigate biological cells in absence of biomarkers and 

eliminate prolonged sample preparation, common in label-based assays [13]. Electrical based 

techniques are also noninvasive; this aspect is a big advantage for isolation and separation of rare 

cells as it enables post processing studies for further therapeutic analysis [14], [15]. Further, the 

emergence of microfluidics paired with these techniques provides miniaturized platforms for high-

throughput, selective and real-time analysis [16]–[18]. This is an important advancement toward 

development of low-cost and portable devices for point-of-care applications [19]. The recent 

advent in microfabrication technologies has also enabled electrical-based microfluidic platforms 
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for single cell analysis [20]–[23]. Research at the cellular level allows early clinical diagnosis, 

development of precise model for various diseases, and rapid drug assessment [24]. 

One of the promising and powerful electrical-based techniques for rapid and real-time analysis of 

single cells is dielectrophoresis (DEP) [25]–[28]. DEP refers to the translation of a polarizable 

particle induced by a non-uniform electric field. Biological cells comprise free (e.g. Na+, K+, Cl-, 

and etc.) and bound (e.g. proteins, water and biomolecules, and etc.) charges which redistribute 

and accumulate at the various cellular interfaces when exposed to an external electric field [29], 

[30]. This process gives a cell the properties of an electrical dipole [31]. Due to the non-uniformity 

of the imposed electric field, the interaction of the polarized cell with the field results in a 

translational force associated with the cell’s overall dielectric properties. Studies have shown that 

various cell lines, cells at different cycle stages, malignant, or diseased cells exhibits unique 

dielectric properties which can be exploited for cellular DEP characterization, identification and 

separation [1], [25].  

Over the past decades, the use of DEP-based methods in biomedical sciences has been grown 

rapidly due to ease and simplicity of these techniques. DEP has been successfully used for 

separating different leukocyte subpopulations in blood, diagnosing infectious diseases such as 

malaria and isolating stem and cancer cells in blood for further therapeutic analysis. In 

biopharmaceutical processes, DEP has also been employed for monitoring changes in cells state 

associated with internal/external stimuli or detecting viable cells from unhealthy ones. Developing 

DEP-based devices for such applications requires characterization and determination of the cell’s 

dielectric properties as the first step. Further, quantitative characterization of cells’ dielectric 

properties and their changes is essential to relate the observed measurement results to the 
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physiological or morphological state of cells. This can be an important advancement toward better 

understanding, accurate prediction and evaluation of cellular processes.  

Cellular DEP characterization is typically realized under microfluidic field flow conditions in a 

microchannel. The DEP actuation is commonly provided by a set of coplanar electrodes located at 

the bottom of the channel. Thus, the exerted DEP force translates the target cells vertically in the 

channel resulting in change in their heights and subsequently their velocities at the driven 

frequency. DEP characterization then involves measuring the DEP response acting on cells as a 

function of their position or velocity, frequency and dielectric properties of the suspending 

medium. Biological cells comprise various organelles and constituents each governs the overall 

dielectric properties at different frequencies. Hence, DEP characterization over a broad frequency 

range is required to determine a complete and detailed dielectric model for cells. Typically, the 

DEP response of biological cells is characterized in b-dispersion region (100 kHz- 500 MHz). In 

this region, the dielectric behavior of cells is attributed to interfacial polarization across its 

membrane-bound structures. Hence, dielectric study of cells in this region yields information on 

dielectric properties of the cell plasma membrane, cytoplasm and intracellular membrane bound 

compartments such as the nucleus. 

In this thesis, a dual-frequency DEP cytometer capable of characterizing DEP response of single 

cells at two distinct frequencies, simultaneously, is developed. Most of the DEP-based techniques 

probe the dielectric properties of cells at a single frequency at a time. Employing the dual-

frequency DEP cytometer enables characterization of multiple cellular dielectric properties, such 

as cell membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity, at the same time. Here, the proposed 

approach is first demonstrated and verified by using polystyrene micro-spheres. The device is then 

used to characterize the DEP response of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells at frequencies 
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sensitive to membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity, simultaneously. This technique 

can be employed for identification of different dielectric related variation in a sample with multiple 

subpopulations, where cells may be at different physiological states. Most dielectric based 

techniques measure the bulk properties of a suspension of many cells and are limited in capturing 

the subpopulation of cells co-existing in the suspension. In this thesis, the use of our dual-

frequency DEP cytometer for dielectric characterization and detecting the emergence of 

subpopulation of cells under the progression of starvation-induced apoptosis is also demonstrated. 

This work has applications in biopharmaceutical industry for bioprocess monitoring to enhance 

the yield and quality of the products. 

In addition to the dual-frequency DEP cytometer, a wide-band DEP cytometer capable of 

characterizing dielectric properties of single cells in the entire b-dispersion region (100 kHz- 500 

MHz) is also developed. While the DEP response of various cell lines under different stimuli have 

been studied in the low-frequency side of b-dispersion region (100 kHz- 10 MHz), there are limited 

studies at the high frequency side of this region  due to limitations in implementation.  In the low-

frequency side of this region, DEP characterization unravels information on dielectric properties 

of the cell’s membrane and cytoplasm conductivity. Whereas, an insight into the intracellular 

constituents and their dielectric properties can be obtained at higher frequencies. The capability of 

the developed apparatus by using polystyrene spheres is demonstrated. Then, the DEP response of 

single healthy normal and apoptotic CHO cells during controlled starvation for the entire b-

dispersion region is characterized.  

The last part of this thesis is dedicated to characterizing the change in dielectric properties of single 

CHO cells subjected to thermal stress in range of hyperthermia temperatures. Hyperthermia has 

been investigated for several decades, either alone as a tool for inducing necrosis, or as an adjuvant 
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to chemotherapeutic agents for tumor sensitization. Therefore, as a part of this thesis, the effect of 

thermal stress on cell’s membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity of single CHO cells is 

studied.  

1.1.1 Dielectric Properties of Biological Cells  

Biological cells exhibit a heterogeneous structure consisting of various organelles and constituents 

each contributing to its overall dielectric properties [32]. Cells typically comprise a lipid bilayer 

membrane with 4-10 nm thickness enclosing the cell cytoplasm. The cell membrane incorporates 

a large density of proteins which regulate the intercellular ionic content, osmatic pressure, or pH 

balance across the cell membrane [33]. It exhibits selective ion permeability and thus a 

nonconductive behavior. The cell cytoplasm consists of water, various dissolved ions, 

biomolecules and membranous structures each contributing to the overall dielectric properties of 

the cell [32], [34]. The cell cytoplasm is highly conductive which is mainly due to the ionic 

concentration of K+, Na+, and Cl- in the aqueous cytoplasm. The presence of these ions in the 

aqueous cytoplasm contributes to a permittivity lower than that of the pure water. This is due to 

the impact of the ion’s electric field on the orientation of water molecules [35]. In addition to ionic 

composition of the cytoplasm, biomolecules such as amino-acids, peptides and proteins also 

contribute to lowering of the permittivity of the cytoplasm, as well. Amino-acids show a 

zwitterionic nature which leads to a formation of a dipole larger than that of water. Hence, amino 

acids, or small polypeptide solutions are expected to show a static er larger than pure water. For a 

solution containing larger molecules such as proteins which are formed by a chain of peptides, 

permittivity larger than of pure water, at lower frequencies (f < 10 MHz) and smaller at higher 
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frequencies (f > 10 MHz) is expected. This can be attributed to effect of the water molecules bound 

to the proteins or a diffuse double layer surround the proteins [35]. 

Biological cells experience different polarization mechanisms and exhibit substantially disparate 

dielectric dispersions when subjected to an external electric field, due to the high level of 

heterogeneity in the cell structure. The overall dielectric properties of biological cells are mainly 

described by four polarization mechanisms occurring in α, β, δ, γ dispersion region, shown in 

Figure 1.1 [4], [34], [36]. The polarization mechanism in the α-dispersion region is mainly related 

to ion flow in and around the cell surface. Dielectric study of biological cells in this region is 

challenging due to double-layer effects at electrodes in contact with conductive solutions. The β-

dispersion arises from charge accumulation at membrane interfaces and other cellular membrane 

bounded organelles. At higher frequencies, δ-dispersion is related to the polarization of 

macromolecular structures such as proteins and γ-dispersion is attributed to smaller molecule 

polarization dynamics, in particular water.  

Figure 1.1 Schematic of the spectrum of dielectric properties for cell suspensions and tissues. 
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Dielectric properties of various cell lines have been explored in a broad frequency range including 

10 kHz to 10 GHz [37]–[39]. However, special attention has been paid to characterizing the 

dielectric properties of cells in β-dispersion region. In this region, the dielectric properties of cells 

are dominantly governed by their size, membrane dielectric properties and ion content of the 

cytoplasm and its organelles. Studies have shown that cell membrane capacitance (Cmem) and 

cytoplasm conductivity (scyt) undergo noticeable variation due to the change in cell physiological 

or morphological state. Hence, there exist extensive attempts to characterize the change in Cmem 

and scyt of cells subjected to different internal or external stimuli such as drugs [40], osmotic 

imbalance [41] or apoptosis [42], [43], to name a few. 

It has been shown that there exists a correlation between dielectric properties of the cell membrane 

and its surface morphology. The membrane surface is not smooth as it incorporates a large amount 

of features such as microvilli, folds and ruffles which increase its effective surface area [44], [41]. 

Due to the nonconductive behavior of the cell membrane (smem »10-6 -10-4 µS/m), it is mainly 

considered as a capacitor which can be defined as Cmem = k´C0. Here, k is the membrane folding 

factor related to the complexity of the membrane surface. C0=e0emem/dmem ≈1 µF/cm2 is the 

capacitance per unit area. dmem is the thickness of the lipid bilayer and emem is the effective relative 

permittivity of the cell membrane associated with the permittivity of both lipid and protein 

structures. Studies show that change in membrane capacitance is mainly dominated by change in 

its surface morphology and the folding factor rather than membrane composition [41]. These 

features are influenced by change in the physiological state of cells induced by an internal or 

external stimuli. For instance, studies show that under thermal stress or apoptosis break-down, 

there is loss of the microvilli that occurs leading to a decrease in the cell effective surface area and 

subsequently membrane capacitance [8], [45], [46]. Hence, there has been extensive research on 
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using Cmem as a label-free marker to not only characterize and sort various cell lines but also to 

study the impact of different drugs and toxins on cells.  

The conductivity of the cytoplasm is mainly attributed to the ionic concentration of K+, Na+, and 

Cl- in the aqueous cytoplasm. The average concentration of 130-150 mM for K+, 15-30 mM for 

Na+, and 4-70 mM for Cl- are reported for mammalian cells [32], [47]–[49]. This ion content results 

in conductivity of bulk solution equal to 1.5 S/m. However, studies show that the effective 

conductivity of the cytoplasm is much less than the predicted value. This has been attributed to the 

presence of non-conductive cytoplasmic organelles and macromolecules which reduces the 

effective ion mobility in the cytosol by a factor of 3 to 4 [47]-[49]. The conductivity of cytoplasm 

for various cell lines has been characterized between the range of 0.1 < scyt < 1.2 S/m [50]. The 

ion content of the cytoplasm is regulated by the ion pumps and channels incorporated into the 

plasma membrane. Permeabilization of the plasma membrane is one of the factors that affect scyt. 

Under stimuli such as electroporation or thermal stress, the cell membrane become porous and the 

cytoplasm ion content and thus its conductivity changes to maintain on equilibrium condition [51], 

[42], [52]. 

1.1.2 Dielectric Model of Biological Cells 

Dielectric methods give a measure of cell’s overall conductivity, s (related to the motion of free 

charges) and polarizability, e (related to the displacement of bound charges) in presence of an 

external electric field [34]. In order to analyze the measured properties and characterize the 

dielectric parameters of cellular structures different mixture models are employed [53]. The 

dielectric model for spherical cells which consists of various membrane-bound organelles was first 

driven by Maxwell and extended by Wagner for a dilute suspension. In this model, cells are 
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replaced by multi-concentric spheres each surrounded by a thin layer and is known as multi-shell 

model. Schematic of different cell models is depicted in Figure 1.2 [4]. 

Cells such as red blood cells that do not contain any nucleus or membrane bound organelles are 

modelled by single-shell spheres (see Figure 1.2(a)). Using this model, the overall dielectric 

properties of cells are related to the dielectric properties of the cell membrane (εmem, σmem) and its 

cytoplasm (εcyt, σcyt). Typically, a single-shell model is considered to be adequate to describe the 

equivalent dielectric properties of most mammalian cells. Thus, the effective complex permittivity 

of the entire cell can be approximated as a function of the complex permittivity of its membrane, 

ε*+* = ε*+* − jσ*+*/w,	 and cytoplasm, ε345 = ε345 − jσ345/w,	as well as v = 1 − d/R 9. 

Here, d is the cell membrane thickness and R is the radius of cell. The equivalent permittivity of 

the cell can then be defined as,  

ε3+:: = ε*+*
2 1 − v + 1 + 2v (

ε345
ε*+*

)

2 + v + (1 − v)(
ε345
ε*+*

)
.																																													(1.1) 

The dielectric properties of nucleated cells such as lymphocytes are modelled using double-shell 

structures (see Figure 1.2(b)) [54]. This model represents, from the innermost layer to the 

outermost one, the nucleoplasm (εn, σn), nuclear envelope (εne, σne) , cytoplasm (εcyt, σcyt), and 

plasma membrane (εmem, σmem). Thus, the effective complex permittivity of the entire multi-shell 

cell can be approximated as [32],  

ε3+:: = ε*+*
2 1 − v? + 1 + 2v? E?
2 + v? + (1 − v?)E?

, 

E? =
ε345
ε*+*

2 1 − v@ + 1 + 2v@ E@
2 + v@ + 1 − v@ E@

,																																										(1.2) 

E@ =
εA
εA+

2 1 − v9 + 1 + 2v9 E9
2 + v9 + (1 − v9)E9

, 
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with E9 = εA/εA+. In the above, ν? = 1 − d/R 9, ν@ = RA/(R − d) 9 and ν9 = 1 − dA/RA) 9. 

Here Rn is the radius of nucleus and dn is the thickness of nuclear envelope.   

In a case of hepatocyte cells which comprise a large nucleus and many membrane bound organelles 

like mitochondria, two concentric shells with vesicular inclusions is employed (see Figure 1.2(c)). 

In this model, the membranous mitochondria are modeled by single shell spheres with equivalent 

dielectric properties of ε*C5 [55]. 

ε3+:: = ε*+*
2 1 − v? ε*+* + 1 + 2v? εCA5
(2 + v?)ε*+* + (1 − v?)εCA5

, 

εCA5 = εDE
2 1 − v@ εDE + 1 + 2v@ εF
(2 + v@)εDE + (1 − v@)εF

, 

εF = εA*
2 1 − v9 εA* + 1 + 2v9 εA
2 + v9 εA* + 1 − v9 εA

,																																									(1.3) 

εDE = ε345
2 1 − vH ε345 + 1 + 2vH ε*C5
2 + vH ε345 + 1 − vH ε*C5

, 

ε*C5 = ε*C
2 1 − vI ε*C + 1 + 2vI ε3C
(2 + vI)ε*C + (1 − vI)ε3C

. 

Here, ν?, ν@ and ν9 are defined as those in eq. 1.2. νH is the volume fractions of the different vesicles 

in the cytoplasm (in this case only mitochondria) and νI = 1 − d*C/R* 9 where dmi and Rmi are 

the membrane thickness and the radius of the mitochondria. 

1.1.3 Electrical techniques 

In electrical techniques cells are exposed to an external electric field and become polarized.  The 

dipole moment per unit area of the mixture consisting of the cells and the suspension medium is 

defined as [31], 
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p = ε*CKE = ε*
1 + 2ϕKNO
1 − ϕKNO

E,																																										(1.4)				 

KNO = 	
ε3 − ε*
ε3 + 2ε*

.	 

Here E is the applied electric field, and f is the volume fraction that is occupied by cells. ε3 and 

ε*	 ε = εQεR − jσω  are the complex permittivity of the cell and the suspension medium, 

respectively. KCM is the Clausius-Mossotti factor and is the cell polarizability with respect to its 

surrounding medium. There exist two main electrical techniques to characterize the dielectric 

properties of cells, known as impedance spectroscopy and ac-electrokinetic which give a measure 

of KCM [23], [36], [56]–[59]. The following summarizes these techniques, briefly. 

1.1.3.1 Impedance Spectroscopy 

Impedance spectroscopy measures the impedance of the cells in a suspension which for a dilute 

mixture (f << 1) can be defined as [31], 

𝑍UVW =
𝑘

𝑗𝜔𝜀UVW
=

𝑘
𝑗𝜔𝜀U

1 − 3𝜙𝐾^_ .																																											(1.5) 

Here, k is the geometry constant associated with configuration of the sensing electrodes. Under an 

ideal conditions and neglecting fringing fields, for parallel electrodes, k= g/A, where A is the 

surface area of the electrodes and g is the gap distance between the electrodes [23]. By subtracting 

the effect of the medium, the impedance change due to the presence of the cell in the suspension 

can then be derived as 𝑍abcc = 3𝑗𝑘𝜙𝐾^_/𝜔𝜀U. Hence, this technique provides information on the 

real and imaginary part of KCM. However, besides KCM, Zc is also a function of the medium 

dielectric properties and the geometry factor of the electrodes. This requires further analysis to 

extract the cell’s dielectric properties from the measured Zc [56], [60]. 
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Impedance spectroscopy can be carried out at multiple frequencies which enables characterization 

of cell’s multiple dielectric parameters. In most impedance based-techniques, an equivalent circuit 

model describing the electrical behavior of cells is used to interpret the measured signal. The 

equivalent circuit model for a cell considering a single-shell model is shown in Figure 1.3 [23]. In 

impedance analysis, the effect of membrane conductance is typically neglected as the membrane 

acts dominantly as an isolator. Due to the effect of interfacial polarisation across the plasma 

membrane in the frequency range of 100 kHz to 10 MHz, the measured impedance is dominantly 

associated with Cmem and Rcyt in this region. At higher frequencies, the effect of the membrane is 

bypassed and Zc is mostly related to Rcyt and Ccyt [56], [59].  

 

 

Impedance spectroscopy investigates cellular systems either as a suspension or at a single cell 

level. Bulk measurements have been employed for on-line monitoring of biomass in 

pharmaceutical production processes [10], [11], [61]. This technique can be employed to detect 

sudden changes in cell density, cell size, or change in the cell membrane capacitance attribute to 

the alteration in the cell surface morphology. Employing bulk impedance measurement optimize 

the duration of analytical evaluations, minimize the risk of contamination and enables in situ 

applications. However, it gives the average information about the cell suspension, whereas a 

Figure 1.2. Circuit model for a single-shelled cell suspended in a medium whose electrical parameters 

are defined by Cm and Rm.  

Fluid 
flow electrodes cell 
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population of genetically identical cells exhibits a heterogeneous behavior. Cellular heterogeneity 

can be caused by cell cycle status, cell age variations, or non-genetic processes. This may lead 

cells in a culture to be at different physiological states and consequently respond differently to 

internal or external stimuli. Bulk measurements mask out the heterogeneity in the cell culture 

approach. This can impede the development of a precise model of a particular disease, or the 

understanding of a cell’s response to a specific drug. 

The first microfluidic impedance cytometer for single cell analysis was introduced by Renaud et.al 

in 2001, in which differential coplanar electrodes were employed to characterize single erythrocyte 

and erythrocyte ghost cell impedance [62]. Their proposed microfluidic impedance cytometer 

consisted of two pairs of electrodes which are used acting as a differential pair; one for detecting 

the cell and another for reference impedance. Later in 2005, they introduced a new chip design 

with parallel overlap electrodes to generate a more uniform current density around the cell [63]. 

However, these methods are sensitive to the volume fraction, the configuration of the sensing 

electrodes and the position of the particle over the sensing electrodes. To address this issue, 

Morgan et.al in 2011 tried to focus the cells as they flow over the sensing region by sandwiching 

cells between two insulating fluid layers [64]. They utilized this method to differentiate the size of 

polystyrene spheres (PSS). But, this method is only capable of focusing the particle in one 

dimension. Confining cells within solid constriction channel was developed by Sun et al in 2011 

to reduce the detection area in order to minimize the effect of cell size and its position in the 

measured signal. However, this method suffers from channel clogging due to the small size of the 

sensing region. This method was used to classify two types of bone stone cells [17]. 
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Ac-electrokinetic-based techniques study the behavior and motion of the polarizable particles such 

as cells when exposed to an AC electric field. Ac-electrokinetic based techniques can mainly be 

categorized in two groups known as dielectrophoresis (DEP) and electrorotation (ROT). In 

dielectrophoresis, cells are subjected to a non-uniform electric field and experience a field induced 

translational force associated with their Re{KCM}, shown in Figure 1.4(a). In electrorotation, cells 

are subjected to a rotating electric field and experience a rotational torque related to their Im{KCM}, 

shown in Figure 1.4(b).  

 

 

1.1.3.2.1 Electrorotation 

Electrorotation (ROT) employs the rotational motion of a polarisable particle such as a cell in a 

rotating electric field. The interaction of the polarized cell with the rotating electric field generates 

a rotational torque acting on it which is defined as [65], 

𝛤efg = −3𝑉a𝜀U𝐼𝑚 𝐾^_ 𝐸lUmefg @,																																																		(1.6) 

1.1.3.2 Ac-Electronics 

Figure 1.3. (a) The induced dielectrophoretic force on a cell in a non-uniform electric field. (b) The 

induced electrorotation torque on a cell in a rotating electric field.  

(a) (b) 
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The direction and the speed of the induced rotation on the target cell is associated with its 

Im{KCM}and subsequently to its dielectric properties. This technique has been used to characterize 

the dielectric properties of biological cells over a wide frequency range [41].  

Electrorotation is typically conducted by use of four electrodes in quadrupole configuration each 

carrying a sinusoidal voltage with 90° phase difference from the other ones [66], [67]. The single 

cells are placed in the center of the quadrupole electrodes using methods such as a laser tweezer, 

dielectrophoretic field cage or hydrodynamic flow. Trapping and locating the cell in the center of 

the electrodes to avoid cell interference is difficult and time consuming. It also requires a well-

trained technician to be performed [68], [69]. Electrorotation investigates the dielectric properties 

of cell suspended in a very low conductivity medium which may harm the target cell and affect 

the measured its dielectric properties [67], [69]. 

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) employs the translation of a polarizable particle such as a cell in a non-

uniform electric field and is defined as [29], 

𝐹pqr =
3
2𝑉a𝜀U𝑅𝑒 𝐾^_ 𝑓pvr . 𝛻 𝐸lUmpvr 𝑟 @,																																										 1.7  

where, 𝐸lUmpvr(𝑟) is the spatial non-uniform electric field at the position of the cell. The intensity 

and the direction of the DEP force acting on the cell is related to the sign and value of Re{KCM 

(fDEP)}. A cell with Re{KCM (fDEP)}>0 experiences a pDEP force and is attracted toward the region 

with high field gradient. Conversely, a cell that exhibits Re{KCM (fDEP)}<0 undergoes an nDEP 

force and is repelled to the region with lower field intensity. Figure 1.5 shows the spectrum of 

Re{KCM} for a typical Chinese hamster ovary cell (CHO) [50]. As illustrated, Re{KCM} exhibits 

1.1.3.2.2 Dielectrophoresis 
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a substantially dispersive behavior over a wide frequency region attributed to the high complexity 

in the cell structure. 

Dielectrophoresis commonly studies the dielectric behavior of cells at a single frequency at a time. 

Thus, the spectrum of Re{KCM} is determined by sweeping the driven frequency over the desired 

frequency range. The spectrum of Re{KCM}, and thus the DEP response of cells, is dominated by 

the cell’s constituents at different frequencies. The impact of 10% of change in dielectric 

parameters of a viable CHO cells on Re{KCM} spectrum with reference parameter in [50] is shown 

in Figure 1.6. As illustrated, in the low frequency side of β-dispersion region, 100 kHz-10 MHz, 

the dielectric properties of the plasma membrane and conductivity of the cytoplasm play dominate 

role on Re{KCM} spectrum. At higher frequencies in this region, the plasma membrane becomes 

transparent and Re{KCM} spectrum is governed by the cell’s interior constituents, cytoplasm and 

Figure 1.4. Simulated spectrum of Re{KCM} for a viable CHO cell with parameters from [50] in a 

medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m (double-shell cell model with cell radius, Rcell = 6 µm; plasma 

membrane, dmem = 5 nm, emem = 8.5e0 F/m, smem= 1 µS/m; cytoplasm, ecyt = 60e0 F/m, scyt = 0.42 S/m; 

nucleus, rnuc = 3.3 µm, enuc = 120e0 F/m , snuc = 1.5 S/m; nuclear envelope, dne = 40 nm, ene = 23.2e0 F/m, 
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nucleus in the given example. Therefore, DEP measurement at well-chosen frequencies is required 

to derive the dielectric parameters of a cell’s compartments from the characterized Re{KCM}. 

In most rapid analysis, DEP cytometry systems, cells pass through the analysis regions while in-

flow in a microfluidic channel. The DEP actuation, as commonly provided by a set of coplanar 

electrodes located at the bottom of the channel, translates cells vertically in the channel. In the 

microfluidic channel the fluid flow is assumed laminar giving the fluid velocity a parabolic profile 

defined as [70], [71],  

Figure 1.5. Change in Re{KCM} for a typical CHO cells due to 10% of change in it’s a) dielectric and b) 

geometric parameters with reference parameters from [50] in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m.   
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𝑣U = 6	 𝑣U
ℎ
𝐻	 1 −	

ℎ
𝐻 ,																																																														(1.8) 

where, H is the channel height, h is the height of the particle from the bottom of the channel, and 

𝑣U  is the mean flow velocity. For h > 1.1rc, the velocities of cells, vc, can be assumed equal to 

the fluid, vm. Thus, the vertical displacements of the cells, subjected to the DEP force, leads to 

change in their heights and velocities, subsequently (see eq. 1.8) [28].  

Dielectrophoresis based devices utilize various methods to characterize the Re{KCM} spectrum. 

Measuring the dielectrophoretic collection rate (DCR) is a simple approach toward cell 

characterization that was first introduced by Phol in 1971 [72]. In this approach, the total number 

of cells attracted toward the actuating electrodes in response to the applied DEP force is related to 

Re{KCM} and subsequently the electrical properties of the target cells. This approach is applied to 

a bulk suspension and evaluates the entire population [9]. There exist many methods which 

exploits DEP cross-over frequencies (COF) to characterize Re{KCM}. At the cross-over 

frequencies, Re{KCM(fDEP)}= 0 and the direction of DEP force acting on cell reverses. This method 

is one of the most common approaches for cellular characterization due to the simplicities in 

measuring the cross-over frequencies[1], [13], [73].   

Typically, there exist two cross-over frequencies in the β-dispersion region which are governed by 

not only the dielectric properties of the target cell but also the dielectric properties of its 

surrounding medium. Hence, dielectric properties of the cell in a flow configuration over a broad 

frequency range can be obtained by varying the conductivity of suspension medium. The general 

expression for the cross-over is defined as [29], 

𝑓a =
1
2𝜋

𝜎U − 𝜎abcc (𝜎abcc + 2𝜎U)
(𝜀abcc − 𝜀U)(𝜀abcc + 2𝜀U)

																																															(1.9) 
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where εm and εcell represent the permittivity and σm and σcell represent the conductivity of the 

medium and the cell, respectively. Using a double shell model for a biological cell, it has been 

shown that through kHz frequencies where the first crossover occurs the dielectric properties of 

the cell is dominantly governed by its membrane capacitance and conductance. Hence, εcell and 

σcell can be simplified as, εcell ≈ RcellCmem, and σcell ≈ RcellGmem which yields the first cross- over 

frequency as [14], 

𝑓a? =
2

8𝜋𝑅abcc𝐶UbU
4𝜎U − 𝑅abcc𝐺UbU	 @ − 9𝑅abcc@ 𝐺UbU@ 																														(1.10) 

At higher frequencies (>100 MHz) where the second cross-over frequency occurs, the plasma 

membrane becomes transparent and εcell and σcell are mostly affected by dielectric properties of cell 

interior, given as [74],  

𝜀abcc ≈ 𝜀a
2 1 − 𝑅�

𝑅abcc

9
𝜀a + 1 + 2 𝑅�

𝑅abcc

9
𝜀�

1 + 2 𝑅�
𝑅abcc

9
𝜀a + 1 − 𝑅�

𝑅abcc

9
𝜀�

,																										(1.11) 

𝜎abcc ≈
𝜀abcc𝜎a
𝜀a

−
2 𝑅�
𝑅abcc

9
𝜀a 𝜀�𝜎a − 𝜀a𝜎�

((2 + 𝑅�
𝑅abcc

9
)𝜀� + 1 − 𝑅�

𝑅abcc

9
𝜀�)@	

. 

The dielectric properties of cell membrane and cytoplasm conductivity of various cell lines has 

been characterized extensively using the first cross-over frequency [73]. However, there are 

limited studies on characterizing the second cross-over frequency due to the limitations in 

performing measurements at higher frequencies [74]. In this method, a very low conductive media 

is needed to characterize the low-frequency part of Re{KCM} spectrum which may harm the target 

cells. Further, due to the interdependent effects of nucleus and cytoplasm at frequencies > 10 MHz, 
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extracting their dielectric parameters from the second-cross over frequency is difficult (see. Eq. 

11) [13]. 

Dielectrophoresis-field-flow fractionation (DEP-FFF) and optical dielectrophoresis cytometry are 

the other methods for cell characterization, where the exerted DEP force levitates cells and 

positions them at different flow velocity regimes in the channel [28], [75]. In these methods, cells 

exit channel at different times or velocities depending on their dielectric properties exploited to 

extract their dielectric parameters. However, in the actuation region, the amount of cell 

displacement or change in its velocity is governed by not only the value of Re{KCM}, but also the 

strength of electric field gradient at the position of the cell in the actuation region. Hence, 

extracting Re{KCM} at the applied frequency requires information on the initial velocities or 

heights of cells before entering the DEP region.  

The various DEP-based methods discussed above are ideal for cell identification and separation 

but do not enable characterization of the cells dielectric spectra over a wide frequency range. This 

is required if a detailed model of the cell properties is desired, in order to extract cell cytoplasm, 

nucleus or membrane parameters for example. Further, to extract Re{KCM} from the measured 

DEP response of cells, an accurate measurement of the position/velocity of the cell as it flows 

through DEP region is required. Recently, a differential dielectrophoresis flow cytometer approach 

for single cells has been demonstrated capable of actuating single cells dielectrophoretically and 

capacitively detecting their translation in real-time during actuation [76], [77]. In this thesis, the 

prior work is extended by developing DEP cytometer which enables measurement of cell’s DEP 

response over a wide frequency range as a function of their position. This technique employs two 

sets of coplanar electrodes located at either side of the actuation electrodes. The sensing electrodes 

hold signal-ground-signal (S-G-S) configuration that generate a non-uniform electric profile at 
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different heights. The presence of cells over the sensing electrodes induces a capacitance change 

associated with their height in the channel. The induced capacitance is measured using a 

microwave interferometer. The shape and magnitude of the measured capacitance change profile 

is later exploited to determine heights of cells in the channel. Using this approach, a dual frequency 

DEP cytometer for multiple dielectric characterization of cells and a wide band DEP cytometer to 

characterize the dielectric properties of single cells over the entire b-dispersion region is developed 

in this thesis. The application of the devices for characterization of single viable and apoptotic 

CHO cells is demonstrated.  

1.2 THESIS ORGANIZATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

This thesis is comprised four journal papers (two of them have been published and two of them 

are under review) and organized in six chapters. 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter gives an introduction to the thesis, summarizing the motivation and objective of this 

research, and reviews the previous works on different dielectric method for cellular 

characterization.  

Chapter 2: Multi-frequency DEP Cytometer Employing a Microwave Sensor for Dielectric 

Analysis of Single Cells, [S. Afshar, E. Salimi, K. Braasch, M. Butler, D. J. Thomson, G.E. 

Bridges, IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol. 64, no. 3, pp. 991-998, 

January 2015]. 

In this chapter, the development of a microfluidic DEP cytometer for dielectric characterization of 

single cells while in-flow is described. The principle of this system which enables multiple 
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frequency DEP characterization, and explain the actuating and sensing method is explained, 

thoroughly. The contributions of this paper are: 

• A Dual-frequency DEP cytometer is developed to measure the DEP response of 

cells at two distinct frequency, simultaneously.  

• Numerical approach to extract the position of cells form the measured signal along 

with fluidic simulation to drive the spectrum of Re{KCM} is described. 

• The approach is demonstrated for polystyrene spheres with well-defined dielectric 

properties. The DEP response of single CHO cells at two different frequencies is 

then characterized.  

Chapter 3: Progression of Change in Membrane Capacitance and Cytoplasm Conductivity of Cells 

During Controlled Starvation Using Dual-frequency DEP Cytometery, [S. Afshar, E. Salimi, A. 

Fazelkhah, K. Braasch, N. Mishra, M. Butler, D. J. Thomson, G.E. Bridges, Analytical Chimica 

Acta,. vol. 1059, pp. 59-67,  June 2019]. 

The dual-frequency DEP cytometer described in chapter 2 is employed for dielectric 

characterization of the progression of apoptosis on CHO cells and the results are presented in this 

chapter. Concurrently, along with the DEP cytometry, the morphology of the membrane is 

investigated using differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy. Further, the viability of 

cells is monitored using trypan blue exclusion assay. The contribution of this pare are: 

• This paper reports the use of the dual-frequency cytometer to investigate the change in 

membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity of single cells under controlled 

starvation. 

• During the DEP characterization, the subpopulation of apoptotic cells are identified and 

characterized dielectrophoretically. 
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• The measurement results are correlated to change in cell membrane morphology and 

change in the ion content of cytoplasm. 

Chapter 4: Dielectric spectrum of viable and apoptotic CHO cells over the entire B-dispersion 

range measured using DEP cytometry, [S. Afshar, A. Fazelkhah, E. Salimi, M. Butler, D. J. 

Thomson, G.E. Bridges, Sensors and Actuators B, to be submitted in August 2019]. 

• A wide-band DEP cytometer is developed to measure the DEP response of cells over the 

entire b-dispersion region. 

• The frequency response of the device is calibrated using polystyrene spheres with well-

defined dielectric properties. Then, the DEP response of single CHO cells during controlled 

starvation in entire b-dispersion region is characterized. 

• The first and second cross-over frequencies are determined for CHO cells when their state 

changes from viable to apoptotic and the spectrum of Re{KCM} for viable and apoptotic 

cells are characterized at high frequency side of this region.   

Chapter 5: Dielectric Properties of Single Cells Subjected to Heat Shock Using DEP Cytometry, 

[S. Afshar, A. Fazelkhah, E. Salimi, M. Butler, D. J. Thomson, G.E. Bridges, IEEE Transactions 

on Microwave Theory and Techniques, vol. 66, no. 12, pp. 5933-5940 December 2018]. 

This chapter discusses the effect of thermal stress in the temperature range of 42°C- 50°C on the 

dielectric properties of single cells, using dielectrophoresis. In order to measure the DEP response 

of single cells, the DEP cytometer presented in chapter 4 is employed. 

• This paper reports the use of the DEP cytometer to study the effect of thermal stress on 

membrane capacitance and conductance as well the cytoplasm conductivity. 

• The effect of the DEP measurement medium along with the thermal stress on the single 

cells are studies. 
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• The measurement results are correlated to change in cell membrane morphology and 

permeability as well as change in the ion content of cytoplasm. 

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work 

This chapter summarizes the presented material, and outlines the future work of this research.  
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2.1 SYNOPSIS 

Biological cells are heterogeneous system comprising various compartments whose dielectric 

properties govern the overall dielectric properties of cells at different frequencies. Thus, dielectric 

measurement at multiple frequencies is required to characterize the overall dielectric properties of 

cells. DEP cytometry is commonly carried out at a single frequency at a time. Hence, cellular DEP 

characterization is realized by sweeping the measurement frequency over the desired frequency 

range. However, this approach is limited in providing simultaneous information of multiple 

dielectric properties of cells under an external stimulus, for instance. This chapter presents a multi-

frequency DEP based technique for characterizing single cells at multiple frequencies, 

simultaneously. The application of the approach is demonstrated for a dual-frequency DEP 

cytometer. 

CHAPTER 2.  MULTI-FREQUENCY DEP CYTOMETER EMPLOYING A 

MICROWAVE SENSOR FOR DIELECTRIC ANALYSIS OF SINGLE CELLS 
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2.2 ABSTRACT 

We present a microfluidic device for in-flow dielectric characterization of single biological cells. 

The dielectric spectrum is obtained by measuring the multiple-frequency dielectrophoresis (DEP) 

response of individual cells as they travel over an array of sensing and actuating electrodes. The 

DEP induced translation of each cell is detected by measuring the differential impedance of the 

array using a microwave interferometer, which is capable of sub-attofarad sensitivity, and is 

coupled to the sensing electrodes. The DEP response of a cell at multiple frequencies in the beta-

dispersion region is chosen to discern particular cell dielectric properties as it travels along the 

array – such as cytoplasm conductivity and membrane capacitance. The Clausius-Mossotti factor 

of the cell is determined from the measured response signal in conjunction with numerical 

simulation of its trajectory. The approach is validated through measuring polystyrene micro-

spheres. The DEP response of Chinese hamster ovary cells using two simultaneous frequencies is 

demonstrated. 

2.3 INTRODUCTION 

The dielectric properties of biological cells can be linked to their physiological state. For example, 

changes in the cell size, cytoplasm ion content, or membrane structure, result in changes in the cell 

dielectric properties. This has been used to differentiate healthy and cancerous cells and measure 

the effectiveness of drug treatment [1]-[4]. Electrical based methods enable investigation of cell 

properties without perturbing or labeling cells biologically. As such, single cell dielectric analysis 

techniques are ideal for implementation on lab-on-chip platforms [5]-[10]. 

Impedance spectroscopy and ac-electrokinetic techniques are the two main label-free dielectric 

methods employed for separating, analyzing and characterizing single biological cells [8]-[15]. 
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Both techniques utilize the polarization of the cell in an applied electric field, and can be 

characterized through the Clausius-Mossotti factor (CMF). Single cell impedance measurement 

provides information on both the real and imaginary parts of the CMF. It is typically performed in  

a suspension medium and thus further analysis is required to extract the cell’s dielectric properties 

[6]-[9]. Thus, the method is sensitive to the volume fraction, the configuration of the sensing 

electrodes as well as the position of the cell. Further, electrode polarization effects must be 

considered at lower frequencies. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is an ac-electrokinetic technique that is 

based on the translation of an uncharged particle in a non-uniform field [16]. Unlike impedance 

spectroscopy, the CMF is directly related to the DEP response and extraction from the suspension 

response is not needed. 

As exemplified in Figure 2.1, the CMF of a cell shows a unique dispersion characteristic over the 

beta-dispersion range, where the response at different frequencies can be associated with its 

different constituents. Thus, by measuring the response at several frequencies the dielectric 

properties of the cell’s components can be obtained [18]. Using one frequency, we have previously 

shown that noticeable cytoplasm conductivity changes occur during the early stages of apoptosis 

[19]. Multiple frequency measurement would provide simultaneous information on both 

membrane dielectric changes (due to folding for example) and cytoplasm ionic concentration 

changes. Most DEP techniques for single cell discrimination use a single cross-over frequency 

(where the CMF is zero). Multiple-frequency analysis can provide the whole spectral response of 

the cell. 
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In 

this paper, we describe a DEP cytometer technique, capable of simultaneous multiple-frequency 

measurement, to dielectrically study single Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells while in flow. The 

DEP response of the cells are detected by measuring the differential impedance due to the presence 

of the cells as they pass over a microwave micro-electrode sensor. We previously demonstrated 

that this approach was sufficiently sensitive to detect DEP actuated 6 µm polystyrene spheres 

(PSS) [20]. Here, the Clausius-Mossotti factor for CHO cells is determined by measuring their 

individual DEP response at specified frequencies. Section II describes the measurement system. 

As the cell translation in the actuation region is due to the complicated interaction of the DEP force 

and other forces in the microfluidic channel, in section III we describe a particle trajectory model 

and numerical simulation approach to interpret the measurement results. Section IV gives results 

for the CMF for two simultaneous frequencies in the kHz-MHz range. The validity of the 

 Figure 2.1. Simulated spectrum of the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor (CMF) in the beta-

dispersion region for a mammalian cell. Solid line indicates the CMF for Chinese hamster ovary cells 

using parameters from [17]. Dashed and dash-dot lines illustrate the regions that are most sensitive to 

changes in the cytoplasm conductivity and membrane capacitance, respectively. 
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numerical simulation is first verified by using 6 µm polystyrene microspheres. The approach is 

then demonstrated for measurement of the CMF of Chinese hamster ovary cells.   

2.4 MICROFLUIDIC DUAL-FREQUENCY DEP CYTOMETER 

Figure 2.2 shows a two-frequency DEP cytometer. It employs a 15 mm x 15 mm microfluidic chip 

fabricated using the Micronit Microfluidics process. The chip consists of 1.1 and 0.7 mm-thick top 

and bottom borosilicate glass substrate layers [21]. The 40 µm-depth, 100 µm-width microfluidic 

channel is etched in the top layer and heat-bonded to the bottom layer where the interdigitated 

electrodes are fabricated. On the bottom layer, 200 nm-depth trenches are etched, and a 180 nm 

Au layer on a 20 nm Ta adhesion layer in the trenches is deposited. The electrodes extend across 

the entire microfluidic channel. An external pump system is used to provide a controlled flow 

velocity.  

Particles (cells or polystyrene microspheres (PSS)) pass over a coplanar multiple-electrode sensor 

array (inset in Figure 2.2(b)). There are two actuation regions, A1 and A2, located between three 

sensing regions, S1, S2, S3. The particles are exposed to dielectrophoresis forces at two specified 

frequencies in kHz-MHz range (corresponding to the dispersion region in Figure 2.1) in the 

actuation regions. This results in the particle translated vertically in the channel which is detected 

by measuring the microwave frequency impedance change of the sensing electrodes. The sensors,  

configured as G-S-G, have gap=25 µm and width=30 µm and are coupled to a resonator-enhanced  

microwave interferometer. The interferometer operates in the low gigahertz frequency range   

(fRF=1.1 GHz) where the effect of electrode double layer capacitance is negligible and the 

combination of conductive medium and water dispersion losses are minimized. Also, this is well 
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above frequencies where interfacial dispersion effects play a role for mammalian cells. The change 

in impedance (capacitance dominated) due to the presence of a particle is given by [22],  

∆𝐶 = 3𝜀U𝑉a𝑅𝑒 𝐾^_(𝑓e�)
𝐸lUme� ℎ @

𝑈lUm@ ,																																														(2.1) 

Figure 2.2. (a) Photograph of measurement system showing microwave interferometer at left. (b) 

Microfluidic dual-frequency DEP sensor, where cells flow over a multiple-electrode sensor array (inset). 

The interferometer detects the impedance change due to the passing cell at three locations, S1, S2, and S3. 

DEP actuation, which translates cells vertically in the channel, is applied at frequencies f1 and f2 at 

locations A1 and A2. DEP and RF grounds are identical. 
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where, Urms is the sensing electrode voltage, 𝐸lUme� (𝑟) is the electric field at the particle position, 

and Vc is the particle volume. KCM is the Clausius-Mossotti factor given as [23],  

𝐾^_ =
𝜀a − 𝜀U
𝜀a + 2𝜀U

.																																																																	(2.2) 

Here 𝜀�	and 𝜀U are the complex permittivity of the particle and medium, respectively. 

An interferometer, consisting of sensing and reference paths as shown in Figure 2.2(b), is used to 

detect the impedance change due to particles as they pass over the electrode array. The approach 

employs a high-Q resonator in the sensing path, similar to that described in [24]-[25]. The 

resonator insertion phase change, due to a particle, is detected by combining the paths with a mixer. 

A lock-in amplifier (LIA), that modulates the sensing path at 100 kHz, enhances the signal-to-

noise. The phase shifter is usually adjusted to zero the in-phase mixer output when no particle is 

present. The LIA output signal, is then proportional to capacitance change as, 

𝑆 𝑡 ≈ 𝐺 𝑈lb� 𝑈lbm
𝜕𝜑
𝜕𝐶 |��∆𝐶 𝑡 ,																																																		(2.3) 

where |Uref| and |Ures| are the reference and sensor path amplitudes, respectively, and G is the 

interferometer gain. ∆C(t) is the position dependent capacitance change as the particle travels 

along a trajectory over the electrodes. Using PSS with known properties, the sensor has 

demonstrated a sensitivity of 650 zF for a 3 ms time constant [25]. CHO cells flowing at a typical 

height of 19 µm above the array in our experiments produce a peak capacitance change of 20 aF.  

According to (1) and (3), the sensing signal, S(t), is proportional to |𝐸lUme� (r)|2 at the location of the 

particle. The simulated signals for a particle flowing at different heights in the channel is shown 

in Figure 2.3(a).  
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Since the electric field applied to the small particle is fairly uniform and the perturbation of the 

field due to the presence of a cell or PSS over the sensing electrode is negligible, we assume that 

the simulated signals for both CHO cells and PSS are approximately the same. Thus, the height of 

the particle at a particular sensor can be determined from the amplitude and shape (signature) of 

the corresponding signal. Further, the signatures at S1, S2, and S3 can be used to infer the particles 

response to DEP actuation at A1 and A2. 

The dielectrophoresis force on a spherical particle in a non-uniform electric field is given by [23], 

 

𝐹pvr = 2𝜋𝑉a𝜀U𝑅𝑒 𝐾^_(𝑓pvr) 𝛻 𝐸lUmpvr(𝑟) @,																																			(2.4) 

In our device, DEP actuation at two frequencies is applied at A1 and A2. Referring to Figure 2.3(c) 

and (4), a particle subjected to a DEP force at A1 is translated towards the electrodes if Re{KCM}> 

0 (pDEP) at the applied DEP frequency. As a result, the signal from the LIA is such that S2(t) > 

S1(t). Conversely, the particle is translated away from the electrodes if Re{KCM}< 0 (nDEP) 

resulting in S2(t) < S1(t).  

An example trajectory for a 5.9 µm diameter polystyrene sphere (PSS) is shown in Figure 2.3(b) 

where actuation at frequency f1 at A1 is pDEP and actuation at frequency f2 at A2 is nDEP. The 

Re{KCM} (sign and magnitude) at the applied frequencies is related to the value of the particle 

deflection and the resulting change in the signatures at the sensors. The changes in the signatures 

is quantified using force indices:  

 

𝜑?(𝑓?) = 𝑓
𝑆@ 𝑡 − 𝑆? 𝑡

𝑆? 𝑡
,						𝜑@(𝑓@) = 𝑓

𝑆9 𝑡 − 𝑆@ 𝑡
𝑆9 𝑡

.																									(2.5)		 
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Figure 2.3.  (a) Normalized simulated signatures for a 5.9 µm PSS (or cell) flowing over the sensing 

array at various heights. (b) Example trajectory of a PSS subjected to pDEP actuation at A1 (f1=100 kHz) 

and nDEP actuation at A2 (f2=1 MHz), where the gray-scale map indicates |𝐸�lUmpvr(r)|
2
. (c) Resulting signal 

at the output of the LIA for the trajectory in (b). This is used to obtain h1, h2, h3, and subsequently the 

CMF at the two frequencies. 
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Here 	𝜑1 and 	𝜑2 are determined using the peak amplitudes of signatures Si(t), i=1,2,3. The sign of 

the force indices reflects the sign of Re{KCM}, and their magnitudes are related to the Re{KCM} 

magnitude for particles with the same entrance height and velocity into DEP region. Therefore, 

along with numerical simulation of the particle trajectory, 𝜑1 and 𝜑2 can be used to extract the 

CMF at the two frequencies.  

2.5  SIMULATION OF PARTICLE TRAJECTORY 

In the microfluidic channel, in addition to the DEP force, the particle (PSS or cell) experiences 

drag, gravity, buoyancy and hydrodynamic lift forces. In order to generate an accurate particle 

trajectory all forces acting on the actuated particle need to be accounted for [26]. The net force 

exerted on an actuated particle is, 

𝐹����c = 𝐹pvr + F����c + 𝐹�l�� + 𝐹�l�� + 𝐹cV��.																																				(2.6) 

Here, 𝐹pvr	is the rms value of the DEP force. The gravity and buoyancy forces are given by 

𝐹�l�� + 𝐹���� =
4
3𝜋𝑔𝑟

9 𝜌� − 𝜌U 𝑦,																																											(2.7) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration constant and ρp and ρm are the mass densities of particle 

and medium, respectively. The hydrodynamic lift force, which pushes the particle away from the 

top and bottom channel walls is approximated as [27], 

 

𝐹cV�� =
6𝐶𝜂𝑟9 𝑣 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑦)

𝐻(𝐻2 − 𝑦 − 𝑟)
𝑦,																																																					(2.8) 
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where C = 0.031 is the lift force constant [47], H is the height of the channel, 𝑦 = 𝐻/2	 −

ℎ	(−𝐻/2 + 𝑟 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝐻/2 − 𝑟), r is the particle radius and h is the distance from the bottom of the 

channel to the center of the particle. Here 𝑣  is average velocity of the fluid in the channel. The 

drag force is, 

𝐹�l�� = 6𝜋𝜂 𝑣U − 𝑣� 𝑦,																																																													(2.9) 

where 𝜂 is the viscosity of the medium, and 𝑣U and 𝑣� are the velocity of medium and particle, 

respectively.  

Flow in the channel can be assumed laminar with a parabolic velocity profile, so that at an altitude, 

h, from the bottom of the channel the fluid velocity 𝑣U  is [17], 

𝑣U = 6 𝑣
ℎ
𝐻 1 −

ℎ
𝐻 𝑥.																																																							(2.10) 

2.6  MEASUREMENT OF PSS AND CHO 

2.6.1 Dual-Frequency DEP Response of Polystyrene Spheres  

The device is first characterized using polystyrene microspheres, whose dielectric properties are 

well defined. The CMF of a PSS in a suspension medium is given by (2), where the complex 

permittivity of the PSS is [28], 

𝜀� = 𝜀l�𝜀Q − 𝑗
𝜎m�l�
𝑟𝜔 .																																																							(2.11) 

Here r is the radius of the PSS, 	𝜀l� = 2.5 and σsurf is the surface conductivity. Figure 2.4 provides 

the spectrum of the real part of the CMF for a 5.9 µm PSS in DI-water (𝜀lU=78, σm=6 µS/cm) for 

different values of σsurf. It shows that the sign and the magnitude of KCM at low frequencies and at 
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high frequencies are different. Therefore, by appropriately choosing the DEP frequencies, f1 and 

f2, the actuated PSS will experience both pDEP and nDEP as it passes through the sensor. 

Examples of the measured signatures for single 5.9 µm-diameter PSS suspended in DI-water and 

flowing through the device at 1200 µm/s are shown in Figure 2.5. Actuation frequencies are chosen 

as f1=1 MHz (experiencing nDEP at A1), and f2=100 kHz (experiencing pDEP at A2). The 

signatures, S1, S2, S3, are used to obtain the force indices 	𝜑? and 	𝜑@. Matching the measured 

signature shapes and amplitude changes to the simulated signatures of Figure 2.3 yields particle 

heights; h1=6.5 µm, h2=11 µm, h3 =10 µm. This provides the trajectory information as the PSS 

travels over the three sensor locations.  

Figure 2.6(a) gives the simulated trajectory of a 5.9 µm PSS driven from left to right over the first  

actuation region, A1, in the microfluidic channel for different values of σsurf. The corresponding 

values of Re{KCM} for f1=1 MHz is indicated in the legend of Figure 2.4. For a PSS entering the 

actuation region at h1=6.5 µm the simulation predicts it will exit at approximately h2=11.5 µm, in 

  
 Figure 2.4. Simulated spectrum of Re{KCM} for PSS suspended in DI-water (εrm=78, σm=6 µS/cm) for 

various values of surface conductance. 
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agreement with the measured result. Note that at 1 MHz the value of Re{KCM} does not change 

significantly with σsurf and thus a PSS entering the actuation region at h1=6.5 µm is elevated to 

approximately the same exit height regardless of the value of σsurf. Figure 2.6(b) then gives the 

simulated trajectory of a 5.9 µm PSS over the second actuation region, A2, with the entrance height 

set to h2=11.5 µm. The values of Re{KCM} for f2=100 kHz that correspond to different values of 

σsurf is indicated in the legend of Figure 2.4. Using the measured exit height value of h3=10 µm 

and relating this to the appropriate trajectory in Figure 2.6(b), the CMF at 100 kHz is estimated to 

be Re{KCM}=0.1. This then enables the surface conductivity, σsurf, to be determined as 1.5 nS. 

In order to provide a verification of the obtained value of σsurf the dual-frequency capability of the 

device was used to find the cross-over frequency - location in the CMF spectrum where 

Re{KCM(fc)}=0 [20]. Based on the previous result of σsurf =1.5 nS, the theoretical spectrum of the 

CMF (see Figure 2.4) indicates a cross-over frequency of 150 kHz. Figure 2.7 shows the measured 

result of a PSS subjected to DEP actuation at f1=200 kHz and f2=100 kHz. The result indicates 

Figure 2.5. Measured signature of a 5.9 µm–diameter PSS in DI-water with VD1=4 Vpp at f1=1 MHz and 

VD2=4 Vpp at f2=100 kHz simultaneously applied to A1 and A2. 
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nDEP at A1 and pDEP at A2. Calculating the force indices, 𝜑(𝑓?) and 𝜑(𝑓@), at the two frequencies 

and employing linear interpolation yields a cross-over frequency, fc=145 kHz, confirming the 

previous results obtained above from trajectory simulation.  

Figure 2.6.Simulated trajectories for 5.9 µm PSS (ρp=1050 kg/m
3
) in DI-water (ρm=1000 kg/m

3
, 

h=0.001), with an average fluid flow velocity 〈𝑣〉= 1200 µm/s. (a) First actuation (f1=1 MHz) at A1 with 

the an entrance elevation h=6.5 µm and (b) second actuation (f2=100 kHz) at A2 with entrance elevation 

h=11.5 µm (the exit elevation from A1). 
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2.7 DUAL-FREQUENCY DEP RESPONSE OF CHO CELLS 

Biological cells are nonhomogeneous particles, consisting of many different compartments, each 

contributing to the overall dielectric response. Chinese hamster ovary cells in suspension are 

roughly spherical in shape with the nucleus diameter approximately half the cell diameter. A 

double shell dielectric model is employed [29] consisting of complex permittivities for an outer 

membrane,	𝜀UbU, cytoplasm,	𝜀a��, nuclear envelope, 𝜀�b, and nuclear material, 𝜀�. The effective 

complex permittivity of the entire multi-shell can be approximated as [30],  

𝜀abcc = 𝜀UbU
2 1 − 𝑣? + 1 + 2𝑣? 𝐸?
2 + 𝑣? + (1 − 𝑣?)𝐸?

, 

𝐸? =
𝜀a��
𝜀UbU

2 1 − 𝑣@ + 1 + 2𝑣@ 𝐸@
2 + 𝑣@ + 1 − 𝑣@ 𝐸@

,																																										(2.12) 

𝐸@ =
𝜀�
𝜀�b

2 1 − 𝑣9 + 1 + 2𝑣9 𝐸9
2 + 𝑣9 + (1 − 𝑣9)𝐸9

, 

Figure 2.7. Measured signature of a 5.9 µm–diameter PSS in DI-water with VD1=4 Vpp at f1=200 kHz 

and VD2=4 Vpp at f2=100 kHz simultaneously applied to A1 and A2, respectively. A cross-over frequency 

fc=145 kHz is determined from the signatures. 
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with 𝐸9 = 𝜀�/𝜀�b. In the above, 𝜈? = 1 − 𝑑/𝑅 9, 𝜈@ = 𝑅�/(𝑅 − 𝑑) 9 and 𝜈9 = 1 −

𝑑�/𝑅�) 9. Here R is the cell outer radius, d is the cell membrane thickness, Rn is the radius of 

nucleus and dn is the thickness of nuclear envelope. 

Using this model and parameters for CHO from [17], Figure 2.8 gives the Re {KCM} spectrum 

when nucleus, cytoplasm, and membrane parameters are varied. It reveals that in the kHz 

frequency range KCM is affected primarily by changes in membrane capacitance, which is either 

due to the changes in membrane thickness or permittivity. Through MHz frequencies intracellular 

constituents of cell, e.g. nucleus and cytoplasm show their influence. In the dual-frequency 

measurement, to specifically examine the membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity, 

DEP is applied at 100 kHz and 6 MHz. At these frequencies, the influence of the nucleus is small. 

Measurements are performed on CHO cells suspended in a conductive medium (σm=0.17 S/m). A 

cell mean diameter value of 12 µm was obtained from optical measurement. Data is collected 

under a controlled velocity condition leading to the same cell entrance velocity and height. The 

response of the cells is studied using various combinations of the actuation frequencies 100 kHz 

(nDEP) and 6 MHz (pDEP) at electrodes A1 and A2. Figure 2.9 shows example measurements of 

single cells passing over the electrodes for four actuation voltage settings, (VD1(f1), VD2(f2)).  The 

examples in Figure 2.9 are from 70 individual cell measurements, all exhibiting similar behavior. 

Incoming CHO cells have a particle velocity of approximately 2700 µm/s and an initial height, h1= 

19 µm. Accurate velocity values can be calculated from the timing information in the signatures. 

The results show that both nDEP and pDEP at two different frequencies can be measured 

simultaneously. 

Using the signatures at S1, S2, S3, and then calculating the indices 𝜑? and 𝜑@ and employing the 

simulation profiles of Figure 2.3(a), the heights of the CHO cell at each sensor, h1, h2, h3 is 
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Figure 2.8. Simulated spectrum of Re {KCM} for a CHO cell, with parameters from [17]. (a) The effect 

of membrane capacitance variation on the CMF spectrum (Cmem=εmem/dmem, εmem=6.8, dmem=7, 5, 3, 2 nm) 

(b) The effect of cytoplasm conductivity variation on the CMF spectrum. (c) The effect of nucleus 

conductivity variation on the CMF spectrum. 
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determined. Table 2.1 provides analyzed results of the measurements shown in Figure 2.9. In order 

to interpret the height changes due to DEP actuation and relate these to the value of the CMF, the 

trajectories of the CHO cells are simulated for different values of Re{KCM} and are shown in 

Figure 2.10. For the sensor A1 at 100 kHz, based on the entrance height h1= 19 µm and exit height 

h2= 22 µm (cases b and d of Table 2.1 and Figure 2.10(a)), it is determined that Re{KCM(100 

kHz)}~ -0.25. For the sensor A2 at 6 MHz, based on the entrance height h1= 22 µm and exit height 

h2= 18 µm (case d of Table 2.1), it is determined that Re{KCM (6 MHz)}~ 0.30.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Measured CHO cells in a conductive medium (σm=0.17 S/m). Signatures for (a) no actuation, 

(b) actuation with VD2=8 Vpp at f2=100 kHz applied to A2, (c) actuation with VD2=8 Vpp at f2=6 MHz 

applied to A2, and (d) actuation with VD1=8 Vpp at f1=100 kHz and VD2= 8 Vpp at f2=6 MHz 

simultaneously applied to A1 and A2. 
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Table 2.1 Analyzed Measurements of Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells 

Case VD1 VD2 h1 h2 h3 𝜑? 𝜑@ 

a 0 0 19 µm 19 µm 19 µm 0 0 

b 0 8 Vpp 19 µm 19 µm 22 µm 0 -0.19 

c 0 8 Vpp 19 µm 19 µm 15 µm 0 0.5 

d 8 Vpp 8 Vpp 19 µm 22 µm 18 µm -0.16 0.3 

 

2.8 CONCLUSION 

Measuring the dielectric spectrum of biological cells at multiple frequencies provides an approach 

for determining the dielectric properties of its constituent parts. The microfluidic system presented 

here is capable of in-flow DEP analysis of single cells at two simultaneous frequencies. The device 

and signature analysis method for determining the CMF was verified using polystyrene 

microspheres. The CMF of Chinese hamster ovary cells at two frequencies in the beta-dispersion 

region were measured. This demonstrated how two important electrical parameters of the cell 

could be obtained simultaneously – the cell membrane capacitance and the cell cytoplasm 

conductivity. These parameters have been shown to vary significantly between healthy and 

abnormal cells and between cells in various states of decline. Unlike bulk suspension media 

measurement methods, each individual cell in a larger population is rapidly analyzed using the 

DEP flow cytometer approach. This provides statistics on the dielectric variation of cells within 

the larger population and identifies subpopulation properties. Our microfluidic chip and 

microwave interferometer sensor system currently employs separate discrete components. These 

could be further integrated as in [31]-[32] or fabricated entirely within a CMOS process [33]. 
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Figure 2.10. Simulated trajectories for CHO cells (ρp=1050 kg/m
3
) in a conductive suspension medium ( 

σm=0.17 S/m, ρm=1026 kg/m
3
, h=0.007 ), with average fluid flow velocity 〈𝑣〉= 1900 µm/s for different 

values of Re{KCM}. (a) A CHO cell entering the first actuation region at h1=19 µm with f1=100 kHz, and 

(b) a CHO cell entering the second actuation region at h2=22 µm with f2=6 MHz. 
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3.1 SYNOPSIS 

In previous chapter, a dual-frequency DEP cytometer to characterize multiple dielectric properties 

of single cells simultaneously, was developed. The application of the apparatus to characterize the 

plasma membrane and cytoplasm conductivity of CHO cells was demonstrated. Another 

application of the developed DEP cytometer is for identification and simultaneously 

characterization of multi-subpopulation of cells across a population. This chapter demonstrates 

this application by identifying and simultaneously characterizing single viable and apoptotic CHO 

cells within a sample during transition of cells from viable to apoptotic state under controlled 

starvation.  

CHAPTER 3.  PROGRESSION OF CHANGE IN MEMBRANE CAPACITANCE AND 

CYTOPLASM CONDUCTIVITY OF CELLS DURING CONTROLLED 

STARVATION USING DUAL-FREQUENCY DEP CYTOMETRY 
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3.2 ABSTRACT  

The dielectric properties of cells are directly related to their morphological and physiological 

properties and can be used to monitor their status when exposed to stress conditions. In this work, 

dual-frequency dielectrophoresis (DEP) cytometry was employed to measure changes in the 

membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity of single Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells 

during the progression of starvation-induced apoptosis. Our dual-frequency DEP cytometry 

enables simultaneous measurement of multiple dielectric properties of single cells and 

identification of their state (viable or apoptotic) within a heterogeneous sample. We employed one 

frequency to determine each cell’s viability state and the other frequency to characterize the change 

in membrane capacitance or cytoplasm conductivity. Cells were starved by incubation in a medium 

lacking glucose and glutamine and monitored every 12 hours over a 64 hour period. Our results 

showed a subpopulation of early apoptotic cells emerged after 40 hours in the starvation medium, 

which rapidly increased during the next 12 hours. After 52 hours, a complete transition from viable 

to apoptotic state was observed. Analyzing the subpopulation of viable cells over the first 52 hours 

showed that the membrane capacitance gradually declined from an initial value of 2.0 to 1.2 

µF/cm2, and was 0.9 µF/cm2 for apoptotic cells. The cytoplasm conductivity of viable cells initially 

remained constant and then declined from 0.40 to 0.27 S/m after 40 hours, coinciding with onset 

of apoptotic processes. A dramatic decrease in cytoplasm conductivity from 0.27 to 0.07 S/m was 

observed after 52 hours, corresponding to apoptotic cells. As membrane capacitance is related to 

membrane morphology and cytoplasm conductivity is related to intracellular ion concentrations, 

the results indicate that during controlled starvation the cell membrane smooths gradually whereas 

intracellular ion concentrations are initially maintained near homeostatic levels until a later 

dramatic decline occurs. 
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3.3 INTRODUCTION 

Mammalian cell membrane morphology and cytoplasm ion concentrations are two indicators of 

its physiological state [1,2]. These are directly related to membrane capacitance and cytoplasm 

conductivity, and thus dielectric measurement can be used as a tool to monitor the state of a cell 

under stress conditions [3–7]. This is of particular use in monitoring cell cultures employed in 

biopharmaceutical production processes, where stress due to nutrient depletion leads to apoptosis 

and decline in viable cell density [8–13]. Early assessment of cell physiological changes and 

identification of apoptosis onset can be used to optimize feeding strategies or decide on harvesting 

regiments which dramatically improve yield and quality of therapeutic products [14,15]. Among 

the cell’s dielectric properties, membrane capacitance (Cmem) and cytoplasm conductivity (σcyt) 

have been shown to change dramatically when they are put under stress, and in particular during 

onset and progression of apoptosis [16–20]. One of the hallmark features of apoptosis, occurring 

at its early stage, is structural changes in the cell plasma membrane followed by breakdown and 

loss of microvilli on the membrane surface [18]. Microvilli are protuberances bounded to the 

cytoplasmic membrane and change in number and length in response to environmental stresses 

[21,22]. The change in plasma membrane protrusions, folds and ruffles impact the effective surface 

area of the membrane and subsequently its effective capacitance [3]. The early stages of apoptosis 

is also associated with variations in the intracellular ions, the ionic flux across the cell membrane 

and cell shrinkage, which impacts the cytoplasm ion concentrations and thus its conductivity [23–

25]. Using dielectric methods, we investigate how the membrane capacitance and cytoplasm 

conductivity of cells change during starvation and use this to provide insight on how membrane 

morphology and intracellular ion concentration changes. 
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Dielectric-based techniques, such as impedance spectroscopy and dielectrophoresis (DEP), have been 

used to characterize cells, differentiate between cell phenotypes, and separate healthy and diseased 

cells [26–32]. Dielectric methods are ideal for inexpensive real-time analysis of biomedia as they are 

label-free, non-invasive, and can be implemented in an integrated microfluidic platform. Impedance 

spectroscopy is a standard approach used to monitor viable cell density in batch culture bioprocessing 

[7,9,12]. These dielectric probe techniques determine cell status by measuring the bulk properties of 

a suspension of many cells, but do not capture its heterogeneous details [12,33–35]. This is important 

when significant subpopulations of cells such as viable, different stages of apoptotic, and necrotic co-

exist. Single cell methods enable quantitative identification and characterization of each of the 

subpopulations. DEP has been employed with both bulk suspension and with single cells, and 

depending on the frequency used, it can be employed to characterize Cmem and σcyt of cells [18,23]. In 

our previous work, we used single frequency dielectric measurements to monitor cell viability in a 

culture and identified the emergence of two subpopulations with distinct dielectric properties as 

apoptosis progressed, one associated with viable cells and the other with apoptotic cells [7,36]. We 

also showed that in a culture without nutrients that onset of early apoptosis, as indicated by Annexin 

V assay, was correlated with the cell’s cytoplasm conductivity [20,37]. The objective of the study in 

this paper is two-fold. The first is to measure both membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity 

for each cell during the progression of starvation-induced apoptosis. The second is to closely monitor 

the transition process from viable to apoptotic state, identify the emergence and development of the 

subpopulations associated with these, and provide the cell dielectric properties for each of them.  

Here we employ a dual-frequency DEP cytometry technique [38] to measure and monitor changes in 

membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity of single cells during starvation-induced 

apoptosis. In our DEP cytometer, we select one frequency to measure Cmem or σcyt of each cell and the 
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other frequency to simultaneously determine its status (viable or apoptotic). Chinese hamster ovary 

(CHO) cells cultured in a medium without glutamine and glucose are monitored every 12 hours. The 

values of Cmem and σcyt for both viable and apoptotic CHO cell subpopulations are determined as cells 

progress over 64 hours of starvation. Trypan blue exclusion assay is used to verify viability and 

identify later stage apoptosis. We also use optical imaging to monitor cell size and differential 

interference contrast imaging to monitor changes in the membrane surface morphology and correlate 

these with the results of the DEP measured dielectric properties.  

3.4  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A dielectrophoresis-based technique is used to measure the progressive change in membrane 

capacitance (Cmem) and cytoplasm conductivity (scyt) of CHO cells during transition from viable 

to apoptotic state under controlled starvation. We employ a dual-frequency DEP cytometer capable 

of simultaneously measuring the DEP response of single cells at two frequencies while in flow 

[38]. The DEP response of each cell at the first frequency, f1, is used to measure either Cmem or 

scyt. The DEP response at the second frequency, f2, is utilized as a marker to determine the viability 

state of that cell. This single cell approach enables characterization of multi-population samples 

(containing viable and apoptotic cells). 

In dielectrophoresis, a polarizable particle such as a cell is subjected to a non-uniform electric 

field. The interaction of the polarized cell with the electric field generates a translational force 

which is given by [39], 

𝐹pvr = 2𝜋𝜀U𝑟a9𝑅𝑒 𝐾^_ 𝜔 𝛻 𝐸lUmpvr @,																																													 (3.1) 

3.4.1  Dielectrophoresis (DEP) 
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where rc is the cell radius and 𝐸lUmpvr is the applied electric field at the cell position. The Clausius-

Mossotti factor, KCM, is the effective polarizability of the cell with respect to its surrounding 

medium which, for a spherical cell, is defined as [39],  

 

𝐾^_ =
𝜀a − 𝜀U
𝜀a + 2𝜀U

.																																																																			 3.2  

Here, 𝜀a and 𝜀U are the complex permittivities of the cell and suspension medium, respectively, 

where 𝜀 = 𝜀l𝜀Q − 𝑗𝜎/𝜔 and εr is the relative permittivity, σ is the effective conductivity and ω is 

angular frequency. Due to the heterogeneous structure of a cell, Maxwell-Wagner interfacial 

polarization occurs at interfaces between the cell’s compartments which dominates 𝜀a at 

frequencies in β-dispersion region [32]. This gives rise to a Re{KCM}-spectrum that has a 

distinctive dispersive behavior depending on the structure and electrical properties of the cell’s 

compartments. Figure 3.1(a) shows Re{KCM} for a typical viable CHO cell, based on a double-

shell model, in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m. 

Measurement of the DEP response at well-chosen frequencies is required to optimize the 

sensitivity to a specific cell parameter such as, Cmem and σcyt. In order to determine the frequencies 

at which Re{KCM} is dominated by membrane capacitance (Cmem) and cytoplasm conductivity 

(σcyt), the effect of 10% change in the dielectric parameters of a CHO cell (the ones that influence 

the low frequency side of the β-dispersion region), with reference parameters from [40], is shown 

in Figure 3.1(b). As illustrated, the membrane capacitance (Cmem) and cytoplasm conductivity 

(σcyt) impact Re{KCM} predominantly at 300 kHz and 6 MHz, respectively. Re{KCM} is sensitive 

to both Cmem and rc at 300 kHz but is only sensitive to σcyt at 6 MHz.  
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Figure 3.1. (a)  Simulated spectrum of Re{KCM} for a viable CHO cell with parameters from [40] in a 

medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m (double-shell cell model with cell radius, rc = 6 µm; plasma 

membrane, dmem = 5 nm, emem = 8.5e0 F/m, smem  = 1 µS/m; cytoplasm, ecyt = 60e0 F/m, scyt = 0.42 S/m; 

nucleus, rnuc = 3.25 µm, enuc = 120e0 F/m, snuc = 1.5 S/m; nuclear envelope, dne = 40 nm, ene = 23.2e0 

F/m, sne = 1 mS/m). (b) Simulated change in Re{KCM} spectrum for a CHO cell due to a 10% variation 

in dielectric parameters (dominant in β-dispersion region). Reference parameters are from [40] and 

conductivity of the suspension medium is σm = 0.17 S/m. 
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The dual-frequency DEP cytometer is shown in Figure 3.2. Details of the measurement system is 

described elsewhere [38]. In this system, the DEP force at two selected DEP frequencies f1 and f2 

is applied to cells by electrodes, A1 and A2 located at the bottom of a 100 µm wide and 40 µm high 

microfluidic channel. The actuation electrodes are in ground-signal-ground, G-S-G, configuration 

with a 20 µm width and spacing of 30 µm. The exerted DEP force results in a change in the vertical 

position of cells in the channel as they flow over these electrodes. The vertical translation of single 

cells due to the DEP force is detected by three sets of sensing electrodes at S1, S2, and S3 located 

on either side of the actuation electrodes. The sensing electrodes are 30 µm wide in G-S-G 

configuration with a spacing of 25 µm. The presence of a cell over the sensing electrodes induces 

a capacitance change associated with its height in the channel. A resonator-enhanced microwave 

interferometer, operating at fRF » 1.5 GHz, coupled to the sensing electrode array measures the 

3.4.2 DEP Cytometer   

Figure 3.2. Schematic of the dual-frequency DEP cytometer consisting of a microfluidic channel with 

DEP actuation electrodes, A1, and A2, and sensing electrodes, S1, S2, and S3. A microwave 

interferometer measures the capacitance change signal S(t) as a cell passes over the sensing electrodes.   
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induced capacitance change, ΔCRF, [36], [41]. The capacitance change, ΔCRF, is proportional to 

the square of the sensing electric field, 𝐸lUme� (𝑟) @, at the position of the cell over the electrodes 

and is given as, 

∆𝐶e� = 4𝜋𝑟a9𝜀U	𝑅𝑒 𝐾^_|�©ª
𝐸lUme� (r) @

𝑉e�@
,																																									(3.2) 

where, VRF is the voltage applied to the sensing electrodes. Due to the non-uniformity of the 

sensing electric field, the profile of ΔCRF varies for cells at different heights over, S1, S2, and S3, 

as shown in Figure 3.3(a). At the output of the interferometer, the measured signal related to ΔCRF 

is S(t)= GΔCRF, where G is the gain of the interferometer. From the shape and magnitude of the 

registered S(t), the heights of a single cell flowing over each sensor, h1, h2, h3, is obtained. These 

heights are later used to determine Re{KCM} at the two DEP frequencies as explained in 3.4.2.1. 

The direction and intensity of the DEP force acting on a cell is quantified by defining a force index 

corresponding to each actuating electrode, A1 and A2, and is defined as:  

𝜙? =
𝑃@ − 𝑃?
𝑃?

,						𝜙@ =
𝑃9 − 𝑃@
𝑃@

.																																																								(4) 

Here P1, P2, and P3 are the maximum peak value of the signal, S(t), at sensors, S1, S2, and S3, 

respectively. Figure 3.3(b) shows the registered signal of a typical viable CHO cell with actuation 

of A1 at f1 = 300 kHz and A2 at f2 = 7 MHz measured in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m. It 

demonstrates that the cell experiences a nDEP force while traversing the first actuation region, A1, 

which pushes it to a higher height and results in P1 > P2 (Re{KCM} < 0, ϕ1 < 0). Conversely, at the 

second actuation region, A2, it undergoes a pDEP force and is translated to a lower height resulting 

in P2 < P3 (Re{KCM} > 0, ϕ2 > 0). The force indices are used to study sub-population progression 

during starvation as explained in 3.4.2.2. 
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In order to determine the change in Cmem and σcyt, Re{KCM} at the corresponding measured 

frequencies is extracted from the DEP response of single cells. Re{KCM} is calculated from the 

3.4.2.1 Extraction of Re{KCM}, Cmem and σcyt  

Figure 3.3 (a) Simulated capacitance change over the sensing electrodes, S1, S2, and S3, due to the presence 

of a CHO cell at various heights. (b) Typical measured signal for a single viable CHO cell as it passes 

over sensing electrodes, S1, S2, and S3. With f1 = 300 kHz and f2 = 7 MHz, the cell experiences nDEP as 

it traverses actuating electrodes A1 and pDEP as it traverses A2. Below, is a schematic representation of 

the side view of the microfluidic channel and the trajectory of the cell.    
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measured heights, h1, h2, h3, at the three sensors as obtained from S(t) and employing fluid dynamic 

simulation to mimic the trajectory of a single cell experiencing a DEP force. The trajectory of the 

particle is simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics, which includes the presence of gravity, 

buoyancy, lift, and drag forces in addition to the DEP force [38], [40]. Considering a spherical 

particle entering the DEP actuation region A1, at the height h1, Re{KCM(f1)} is determined such 

that the exit height, h2, is obtained from the simulation. Similarly, Re{KCM(f2)} is obtained from 

h2 and h3. Once, Re{KCM(f)} is determined, Cmem is obtained from the mapping in Figure 3.4(a) 

which shows Cmem corresponding to different values of Re{KCM} at 300 kHz in a medium with 

conductivity 0.17 S/m for a range of cell radii (corresponding to viable (6 µm) and apoptotic cells 

(5.5 µm)).  

The surface of the cell plasma membrane is not smooth and has abundant features such as 

microvilli, folds and ruffles which increase the effective surface area and subsequently its 

capacitance. The membrane capacitance can be defined as Cmem = k´C0 where k is the membrane 

folding factor related to membrane surface features and C0 = e0elb/d is the capacitance per unit area 

for a spherical cell under the assumption of a smooth membrane surface (k = 1) [18]. Here d is the 

thickness of the lipid bilayer and elb is the relative permittivity associated with dielectric properties 

of the lipid bilayer and proteins. Studies have shown that change in membrane capacitance is 

mainly dominated by change in its surface morphology and the folding factor rather than 

membrane composition [3]. In Figure 3.4(a), the relationship between the membrane capacitance, 

Cmem and Re{KCM(f = 300 kHz)} is for values of k, 1 < k < 2.4 while maintaining C0 = 0.86 µF/cm2 

[42]. 

The conductivity of the cytoplasm, σcyt, is obtained from the mapping in Figure 3.4(b) which shows 

σcyt corresponding to different values of Re{KCM} at 6 MHz in medium with conductivity 0.17 
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S/m. As Figures 3.1(b) and 3.4(b) indicate, Re{KCM} is not noticeably affected by cell size at 6 

MHz. Cytoplasm conductivity is expected to be in the range of 0.35 to 0.5 S/m for viable CHO 

cells and decrease for apoptotic cells [7,20,40]. In Figure 3.4(b), the relationship between 

cytoplasm conductivity, σcyt, and Re{KCM(f = 6 MHz)} is for values 0.1 < σcyt < 1.2.  

 

 

Figure 3.4. (a) Cmem corresponding to different values of Re{KCM} at f  = 300 kHz and (b) σcyt 

corresponding to different values of Re{KCM} at f = 6 MHz in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m. 

Cell radii of 6 µm and 5.5 µm corresponds to typical viable and apoptotic cells, respectively.  
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In an earlier work, it has been shown that in a batch culture, once nutrients are depleted, the 

transition of CHO cells from a healthy viable state to an apoptotic state is accompanied by a change 

in the sign of the DEP force measured at 6 MHz in a medium with conductivity σm = 0.17 S/m [7], 

[36]. This is expected to occur primarily as a result of decrease in cytoplasm conductivity [20]. 

Cells that experienced a pDEP force (Re{KCM} > 0) were viable and had a force index ϕ > 0, 

whereas cells that experienced a nDEP force (Re{KCM} < 0) were non-viable and had a force index 

ϕ < 0. Viability obtained using a DEP cytometer (the percentage of cells with ϕ > 0 over the total 

number of cells) was correlated to viability measured by Annexin V assay (an indicator of early 

apoptosis). Hence, in this work, the sign of ϕ2 (measured with f = 7 MHz) is employed as a marker 

to differentiate between viable (ϕ> 0) and apoptotic (ϕ< 0) cells. As shown in Figure 3.1(b), the 

DEP force at either 6 or 7 MHz is dominantly affected by σcyt.  

In this work, Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells under nutrient depleted conditions were studied 

during their progression from a viable to an apoptotic state. The CHO cell line was provided by 

Yves Durocher of the National Research Council, Canada. Two days prior to experiment, cells 

with seeding density 2x105 cell/mL were suspended in a 250 mL shaker flask with 80 mL volume 

of BioGro-CHO serum free medium [7]. They were maintained in an incubator with 10% CO2 

overlay at 37ºC. Starvation stress conditions were created by incubating cells in a medium lacking 

glucose and glutamine. Three days after seeding and growth in the medium, cells were centrifuged 

and re-suspended in 80 mL volume of Bio-Gro medium prepared without glucose and glutamine 

3.4.2.2 Identification of Viable/Apoptotic Cells  

3.4.3 Cell preparation 
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with a seeding density 7x105 cell/mL. Experiments were performed 4 hours after suspending the 

cells in the starvation medium and continued in 12 hour intervals over 64 hours. Samples for the 

DEP measurements were prepared by suspending the cells in a mixture of fresh BioGro-CHO 

medium and a low conductivity medium (consisting of 22.9 mM sucrose, 16 mM glucose, 1mM 

CaCl2, and 16 mM Na2HPO4) with ratio 1:15 to obtain a 16 ml sample with cell density 2x105 

cell/mL, osmotic pressure 291 mOsm/kg and conductivity 0.17 S/m.  

In order to investigate the effect of starvation-induced apoptosis on CHO cell membrane 

morphology, three sets of measurements employing DIC microscopy were performed. A Zeiss 

Observer Z1 inverted microscope was used for capturing images. In DIC mode, a 63X oil 

immersion objective was used. Prior to the measurement, cells were centrifuged and re-suspended 

in a Live cell imaging solution (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). This physiological solution 

includes HEPES at pH 7.4 with an osmolality of 300 mOsm/kg and is able to keep cells healthy 

and viable for up to 4 hours. The live cell imaging solution was preferred over BioGro in order to 

avoid interference from phenol-red, thus reducing background noise and providing clear images. 

The DIC images of viable CHO cells (cultured in BioGro for three days), and starved cells (after 

36 and 48 hours of starvation) were collected. 

3.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dielectrophoresis cytometry of CHO cells seeded in starvation medium (without glucose and 

glutamine) was conducted over a 64 hour period at time intervals of 12 hours. At each interval, 

dual-frequency DEP measurement was performed for two cases: case I: f1 = 300 kHz and f2 = 7 

3.4.4 Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy 
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MHz and case II: f1 = 6 MHz and f2 = 7 MHz, both in a DEP medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m. 

Approximately 100-200 single cells were measured at each step. During the experiment, the cell’s 

velocities were controlled (2300-2700 µm/s) to deliver cells to the DEP region at similar height in 

the microfluidic channel. At each step, the measurement took approximately 20 minutes. Figure 

3.5 shows the bivariate plot of the measured force indices ϕ1 (DEP response of cells at f1 = 300 

kHz (case I) or f1 = 6 MHz (case II)) and ϕ2 (DEP responses of cells at 7 MHz) over the course of 

the experiment for the two cases.  

As discussed in section 3.4.2.2, ϕ2 is an indicator of viability, with ϕ2 > 0 indicating viable cells 

(quadrant II, III) and ϕ2 < 0 indicating non-viable cells (quadrant I, IV). Using ϕ2, almost all cells 

are identified as viable at 40 hours and apoptotic after 64 hours of starvation in Figure 3.5. The 

control data in Figure 3.5 is obtained from CHO cells seeded in BioGro growth medium and 

measured after 4 hours and also shows ϕ2 > 0 in both cases. Figure 3.5 shows that the change in 

the distribution of force indices started to become evident approximately at 40 hours of starvation. 

A second subpopulation of cells with ϕ2 < 0 (apoptotic cells) emerged clearly at 52 hours of 

starvation. A substantial decline in viability of cells (shift from quadrant II, III to quadrant I) 

occurred during the last 12 hours in the starvation medium.  

Concurrently, the viability of the starved cells was measured using a trypan blue exclusion assay 

(a membrane integrity dye and late apoptotic indicator). Table 3.1 gives the viability of CHO cells 

undergoing starvation over 64 hours as determined from ϕ2 (DEP at 7 MHz) in Figure 3.5 and 

trypan blue exclusion assay. It has been shown in our previous work that the viability estimated 

by DEP cytometry at 7 MHz is in agreement with the result of Annexin V which is an indicator of 

early apoptosis [7,20,36]. This indicates that change in dielectric properties occurs before 

membrane integrity is compromised and thus DEP shows an earlier decline in viability than trypan  
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Figure 3.5. Force indices of single CHO cells measured at 12 hour intervals during starvation using a) 

f1 = 300 kHz and f2 = 7MHz (case I) and b) f1 = 6 MHz and f2 = 7 (case II) MHz in a medium with 

conductivity 0.17 S/m. In both cases the emergence of a subpopulation of cells with f2 < 0 after 40 hrs 

indicates apoptotic cells (f1 (300 kHz) relates to membrane capacitance; f1 (6 MHz) relates to cytoplasm 

conductivity; f2 > 0 are viable cells; f2 < 0 are apoptotic cells).   
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blue assay. Similar results were obtained in studies of staurosporine-induced apoptosis of Jurkat 

cells where changes in cytoplasm conductivity, as determined by DEP, and phosphatidylserine 

(PS) externalization, as determined by Annexin V assay, occurred 4 hours earlier than loss of 

membrane integrity, as observed by Propidium Iodide assay [23]. Table 3.2 gives the average cell 

radius at each time interval, as obtained by optical imaging using a Cedex XS analyzer (Innovatice, 

Germany). Cell shrinkage is observed after 52 hours of starvation. 

 

Table 3.1. Cell viability (ϕ2 > 0) over 64 hours of starvation as determined by DEP cytometry 

Time Control 4 h 16 h 28 h 40 h 52 h 64 h 

Positive ϕ2 (%) in case I 99.2 99.3 99.3 97.8 98 89.1 21.1 

Positive ϕ2 (%) in case II 100 100 99 97.5 92.6 85.1 15.9 

Trypan blue (%) 98.7 98.1 93.9 94 92 85 81 

 

Table 3.2. Mean cell radius over the course of experiment 

Time Control 4 h 16 h 28 h 40 h 52 h 64 h 

Number 

of cells 
493 248 565 548 514 227 514 

rc  (µm) 6.07±0.65 5.89±0.64 5.85±0.63 5.9±0.64 5.85±0.64 5.9±0.74 5.35±0.83 

 

In the bivariate plot, Figure 3.5, the value of ϕ1 is related to the value of Re{KCM(f1)} and 

subsequently is attributed to Cmem (f1 = 300 kHz) or σcyt (f1 = 6 MHz). Figure 3.5 shows that ϕ1 

declines over the course of experiment for both frequencies which corresponds to a decrease in 

Re{KCM(f1)}. Referring to Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), decrease in Re{KCM} at either 300 kHz or 6 
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 Figure 3.6. (a) Calculated Re{KCM} corresponding to the measured h1 and h2 for the two cases in 

Figure 3.5. Each data point corresponds to approximately 100-200 cells. The error bars represent the 

deviation due to measured heights. Average (b) Cmem and (c) σcyt of CHO cells over 64 hours in nutrient 

depleted medium. Error bars correspond to the error in Re{KCM}. 
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MHz can be directly attributed to decline in Cmem or σcyt, respectively. In order to quantitatively 

determine Cmem or σcyt for each of the viable and apoptotic cell subpopulations in Figure 3.5, we 

first determined Re{KCM (f1)} using particle trajectory simulation and the extracted heights, h1 and 

h2, of target cells as described in section 3.4.3. The calculated Re{KCM (f1)} for the two cases is 

shown in Figure 3.6(a). Each data point is the average of approximately 100-200 individual cells. 

The error bars represent the deviation due to measured heights. For both cases in Figure 3.6, the 

calculated Re{KCM} for 0 - 40 hours of starvation is for the viable cells (> 92% of cells – see Table 

3.1). At 52 hours, the two extracted data points correspond to calculated Re{KCM} for the viable 

(» 87%) and apoptotic (» 13%) cell subpopulations. At 64 hours, the calculated Re{KCM} is only 

for the apoptotic cells (> 80%). Figure 3.6(a) shows that Re{KCM} decreases over the progression 

of apoptosis for both cases. The observed decline is not due cell shrinkage but change in cell 

dielectric properties (see Table 3.2.). The cell membrane capacitance Cmem, and cytoplasm 

conductivity, σcyt, corresponding to the calculated Re{KCM(f1)} (using the mapping in Figures 

3.4(a) and 3.4(b)) are given in Figures 3.6(b) and 3.6(c), respectively. Whereas, σcyt changes 

dramatically near the onset of apoptosis, there is a measurable change in Cmem well before the 

apoptotic state is reached, indicating that pre-apoptotic physiological change is evident and can be 

monitored using the dual DEP cytometer. 

Results in Figure 3.6(b) show that cell membrane capacitance decreases over the course of the 

starvation experiment and starts to do so soon after the cells initial suspension in the nutrient 

depleted medium. A drop in membrane capacitance from 2.0 µF/cm2 (for viable CHO cells) to 1.2 

µF/cm2 is observed after 40 hours of starvation. Previous studies have shown that the decline in 

3.5.1 Cell membrane capacitance and surface morphology 
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membrane capacitance can be attributed to the change in the cell’s membrane surface morphology 

and is related to early stage apoptosis [18]. The loss or breakdown of membrane features and 

appearance of blebs precede permeabilization and loss of membrane integrity which occurs at the 

late stage of apoptosis [18]. In Figure 3.6(b), the larger membrane capacitance at the beginning 

suggests that healthy cells have a surface membrane with high complexity yielding a larger surface 

area. As starvation progresses the membrane capacitance becomes that of a smooth lipid bilayer. 

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the decline in Cmem is expected not to fall below Cmem ≈ 0.86 µF/cm2 

(membrane free of complexity and projections) under the intact membrane condition, and the 

values obtained after 40 and 52 hours of starvation corresponds to cells with a smooth membrane 

surface. At 64 hours, the obtained membrane capacitance is for cells identified as apoptotic (ϕ2 < 

0) and have a value Cmem ≈ 0.9 µF/cm2.  

To verify whether the observed decline in membrane capacitance is attributed to the variation in 

CHO cell membrane morphology during the progression of apoptosis, DIC microscopy was 

conducted. Figure 3.7 shows DIC images collected from the control sample, representing viable 

CHO cells (Figure 3.7(a)), and from samples after 36 and 48 hours of starvation (Figures 3.7(b) 

and 3.7(c), respectively). Figure 3.7 shows that starved cells exhibit a smoother membrane surface 

in comparison to the control cells and that membrane surface features are lost during the 

progression of starvation-induced apoptosis.  

Figure 3.6(c) shows that cytoplasm conductivity for viable CHO cells is approximately σcyt = 0.4 

S/m which is in agreement with the results reported in [40]. During the first 40 hours of starvation, 

cells remained viable (ϕ2 > 0) and there is only a slight decline in cytoplasm conductivity. At 52 

3.5.2 Cytoplasm conductivity 
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hours, two sub-populations were identified (Figure 3.5). Thus, in Figure 3.6(c) two conductivity 

values are shown at 52 hours, one for each of the viable and apoptotic sub-populations. At 64 

hours, most cells were apoptotic (ϕ2 < 0) and a dramatic decrease in cytoplasm conductivity is 

observed for these cells. Trypan blue exclusion assay indicated that during the course of 

experiment cell viability did not drop below 80% (Table 3.1). Thus, during early apoptosis, the 

decline in σcyt is likely due to the role of ion channel function rather than the loss of membrane 

integrity. Similar results have been observed with staurosporine induced apoptosis and PI to 

monitor membrane integrity [23]. 

Glucose and glutamine contribute in multiple metabolic pathways essential for cell viability and 

survival [43,44]. Starvation under glucose and glutamine depravation triggers many events, one 

being eliminating a primary source of energy for ATP production. This can result in impairment 

of ATP-driven active ion channels, Na+/K+-ATPase, which will affect intracellular ion 

concentrations and subsequently cytoplasm conductivity [8,45–48]. The initial gradual decline in 

cytoplasm conductivity would indicate that the cell maintains intracellular ion concentrations near 

Figure 3.7. DIC images of CHO cells at magnification of 63x (oil immersion) for a) control cell sample 

(viable healthy CHO cells), and starved cell samples after b) 36 hours, and c) 48 hours of incubation 

in nutrient depleted medium. A 10 µm diameter polystyrene microsphere is shown in b).   
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homeostatic levels until a later decline occurs. The drastic decline in conductivity of the cytoplasm 

after 64 hrs for apoptotic cells may also involve the loss of membrane integrity and consequently 

efflux of impermeable anions. 

3.6 CONCLUSION 

This work showed how the membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity of CHO cells 

changed during controlled starvation (cells cultured in a medium without glucose and glutamine). 

Starvation is among the main causes of stress in cell cultures leading to apoptosis and decrease in 

viable cell density in biopharmaceutical bioreactors. We employed dual-frequency DEP cytometry 

to identify the emergence and development of subpopulations of cells, related to viable and 

apoptotic stages, and provide values for the dielectric properties associated with each of these. 

Results of measurements over 64 hours in the starvation medium revealed that the cell’s membrane 

capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity both decrease but in different ways during the progression 

from viable to apoptotic states. Over the first 40 hours viable cell membrane capacitance decreased 

continuously (from 2.0 to 1.2 µF/cm2) and is attributed to gradual simplification of the membrane 

surface. After 52 hours the apoptotic cell subpopulation membrane capacitance was ~ 0.9 µF/cm2, 

indicative of a completely smooth surface. This was corroborated by DIC imaging. Cytoplasm 

conductivity of viable cells initially decreased very slightly with more rapid decline after 40 hours 

(from 0.4 to 0.27 S/m) as early apoptotic events were triggered. The apoptotic cell subpopulation 

had a much lower cytoplasm conductivity 0.07 S/m. Our DEP dual-frequency cytometer provides 

a simple label-free approach for monitoring multiple cell dielectric properties and their related 

physiological phenotype for biopharmaceutical applications. Also, the dielectric properties we 

obtained for viable and apoptotic cell subpopulations can provide an understanding and basis for 
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modeling the dielectric spectrum results obtained by dielectric probe measurement of bulk cell 

culture media. 
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4.1 SYNOPSIS 

In chapter 2 and 3, a microfluidic DEP cytometer capable of measuring DEP response of cells in 

the low-frequency side of b-dispersion region (100 kHz - 10 MHz) was presented. The dielectric 

behavior of cells is governed by interfacial polarization across the plasma membrane in the low-

frequency side of b-dispersion region. DEP cytometry in this region only provide insight on the 

dielectric properties of the plasma membrane and cytoplasm conductivity. In order to obtain 

information on intracellular organelles, measurement at high frequency side of b-dispersion region 

where the effect of plasma membrane is bypassed is required. In this chapter, a DEP cytometer 

capable of measuring DEP response of single cells over the entire b-dispersion region is developed 

and presented. 

CHAPTER 4.  DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SINGLE VIABLE AND APOPTOTIC 

CELLS OVER ENTIRE b-DISPERSION REGION 
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4.2 ABSTRACT 

A microfluidic dielectrophoresis (DEP) cytometer capable of measuring dielectric response of 

single cells while in-flow over the entire b-dispersion region is presented. The device provides the 

Clausius–Mossotti factor (CMF) of individual cells and subsequently the first and second 

crossover frequencies where the direction of the DEP force reverses. The DEP-induced 

displacements of single cells are measured utilizing a microwave interferometer. The frequency 

response of the cytometer is calibrated using 10-µm diameter polystyrene spheres. The CMF 

spectra for single Chinese hamster ovary cells during the transition from viable state to apoptotic 

state under controlled starvation is characterized. The results reveal that the change in state of cells 

from viable to apoptotic state is accompanied by decrease in Re{KCM} spectra and subsequently 

increase in the first crossover frequency and decrease in the second crossover frequency. 

Index Terms— CHO, dielectric properties, dielectrophoresis, microfluidic, microwave 

interferometer, single cell. 

4.3 INTRODUCTION 

In the last years, there has been a surge in development of techniques and tools capable of probing 

biological systems at single cell level [1]–[4]. The importance of single cell analysis stems from 

the heterogeneity in a population of genetically identical cells which are typically masked out in 

conventional population-level measurements [3], [5]. One of the robust and powerful techniques 

offering significant promise for rapid and real-time single cell analysis is Dielectrophoresis (DEP) 

[6]. DEP enables label-free and non-invasive cellular separation, identification and manipulation 

based on the distinctive dielectric properties of biological cells [7]–[9]. DEP-based devices have 

been successfully used for various applications in drug discovery, medicine, diagnostics, and 
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biopharmaceutical production processes. However, developing such devices requires quantitative 

characterization and determination of the cell’s dielectric properties as the first step for better 

understanding and accurate prediction and evaluation of the cellular processes [10].  

The dielectric properties of biological cells have been widely characterized in the β-dispersion 

region (100 kHz ~ 400 MHz) using dielectrophoresis. Cellular characterization in this region 

unravels information on dielectric properties of the cell’s plasma membrane and its membrane 

bound intracellular constituents due to the Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarization [11], [12]. 

Further, there exist two critical frequencies, known as cross-over frequencies, fc1 and fc2, where 

the direction of DEP force reverses. Measuring the crossover frequencies are one of the most 

common approaches for cellular characterization due to the ease and simplicity in the 

measurements [13]. At the low frequency side of β-dispersion region (< 10 MHz), the DEP 

response of cells and the first cross-over frequency (fc1= 100 – 500 kHz) have been extensively 

explored to characterize the dielectric properties of the plasma membrane and cytoplasm 

conductivity under various stimuli [13], [14]. Whereas, there exist relatively a few studies at high 

frequency side of this region (f > 10 MHz) due to the limitation in implementation [15]. At higher 

frequencies, the plasma membrane becomes transparent and thus the DEP response of cells and 

the second cross-over frequency (fc2 > 100 MHz) provide significant information on intracellular 

structures and their dielectric properties. In this work, we develop a wide-band DEP cytometer 

capable of measuring the dielectric response of single cells while in-flow in the entire b-dispersion 

region. We employed our apparatus to characterize the DEP response of single Chinese hamster 

ovary (CHO) cells as their state change from viable to non-viable under controlled starvation.  

Chinese hamster ovary cells are the major host for various biopharmaceutical productions [16]. In 

biopharmaceutical industry, maintaining the viability of cell in biomass is a critical factor to 
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maintain the yields and quality of the products [17]. The viability of CHO cells (i.e. metabolically 

active biomass) may be affected by the changes in their growth environment during bioprocess 

such as nutrient deprivations, pH alteration, or waste production [18]. The dielectric properties of 

CHO cells have been explored widely to monitor the viability of the cell culture, but only in the 

low frequency side of b-dispersion region [19], [20]. Characterizing the spectrum of Re{KCM} for 

both viable and apoptotic cells over the entire β-dispersion region is the first step to develop their 

complete dielectric models.   

In the prior work of our group, the DEP response of healthy normal CHO cells has been 

characterized in the 0.6-10 MHz range [21]. In this work, we extend the earlier work by developing 

a DEP cytometer to characterize the dielectric response of single CHO cells at higher frequencies 

up to 400 MHz. Employing our DEP cytometer, the dielectric properties of single CHO cells were 

also characterized during transition from viable to non-viable state under controlled starvation. 

Using a microfluidic system, the frequency response of the apparatus is calibrated using 10-µm 

diameter polystyrene spheres. The DEP response of many viable and apoptotic CHO cells 

suspended in media with conductivity 0.17 S/m was then measured in entire b-dispersion region. 

The first and second cross-over frequencies were determined as the statues of CHO cells was 

changing from viable to non-viable. Conducting numerical simulation along with theoretical 

analysis the polarizability of cells with respect to their surrounding medium, KCM, were also 

calculated. 

4.4 THEORY 

In dielectrophoresis, cells are exposed to an external electric field and polarized. Biological cells 

hold a nonhomogeneous structure comprising various organelles each with distinct dielectric 
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properties [22]. Hence, they experience different polarization mechanisms. These mechanisms are 

mainly attributed to accumulation of the free and bound charges at the interfaces of the cells’ 

compartments (Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarization) and the dipole orientation of 

intracellular biomolecules as well as water content molecules [11]. The effective polarization of a 

cell is defined as [23], 

𝑝 = 4𝜋𝜀U𝑟a9𝐾^_𝐸.																																																																(4.1) 

 Here, rc is the cell radius, 𝐸 is the applied electric field, and 𝜀U	 𝜀 = εQ𝜀l − 𝑗𝜎𝜔  is the complex 

permittivity of the suspension medium. KCM is the Clausius-Mossotti factor and reflects the cell 

polarizability with respect to its surrounding medium. It is defined as, KCM = (𝜀a − 𝜀U)/(𝜀a +

2𝜀U), where 𝜀a	is the effective complex permittivity of the cell and can be determined using a 

multi-shell method in which cells are modelled as a multi-layer structures. In the case of 

mammalian cells such as CHO, cells are modeled as double shell structure which consist of a 

plasma membrane (emem, smem), cytoplasm (ecyt, scyt), nucleus (en, sn), and nucleus envelope (ene, 

sne). 

Dielectrophoresis employs a field-induced translational force, associated with Re{KCM(fDEP)} of 

cells, in presence of a non-uniform electric field, and is given as [22],  

𝐹pvr = 2𝜋𝑟a9𝜀U𝑅𝑒 𝐾^_(𝑓pvr) 𝛻 𝐸lUmpvr(𝑟) @,																																										(4.2) 

where 𝐸lUmpvr(𝑟) is the applied DEP electric field at the frequency, fDEP.   

Real part of KCM, Re{KCM}, exhibits different dispersive behavior, depending on the structure of 

the cells [11]. Figure 4.1(a) shows Re{KCM} spectra for three different cell model, single shell, 

double-shell, and double-shell with vesicle inclusion, in b-dispersion region (interfacial 

polarization region). Further, dielectric properties of each cell compartments dominate Re{KCM} 
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in different frequencies. Figure 4.1(b), shows the impact of 10% change in dielectric properties  

Figure 4.1 Re{KCM} spectra for a spherical cell simulated for three different cell model b) Change in 

Re{KCM} spectrum for a CHO cell due to a 10% change in geometric and dielectric parameters of a 

typical CHO cell with reference parameters reported in [21] in medium with conductivity of 0.17 S/m. 
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and radii of a CHO cell with reference parameter in [21]. It shows that Re{KCM} is predominately 

affected by the interfacial polarization across the plasma membrane and nucleus envelope for the 

frequency range up to 10 MHz. Whereas, it is governed by dielectric properties of cytoplasm and 

nucleus at high-frequency side of b-dispersion region (>10 MHz). Therefore, characterization of 

Re{KCM} can provide not only an insight into the cell internal structure but also information about 

the dielectric properties of each of incorporated organelles.    

In DEP technique, the most common approach to characterize Re{KCM} is measuring the cross-

over frequencies, the frequencies where Re{KCM} is zero [13]. The direction of the DEP force 

reverses at the cross-over frequency which makes it a favorable parameter to investigate due to the 

simplicity in its measurement. The first cross-over frequency, mostly occurring in the 100 kHz - 

500 kHz range, is governed by cell size and the dielectric properties of its membrane (see Figure 

4.1(a) and Figure 4.1(b)) and is given as [15],  

𝑓a ≈ 	
2

8𝜋𝑟a𝐶UbU
4𝜎U − 𝑟a𝐺UbU @ − 9𝑟a@𝐺UbU@ 	.																																		(4.3) 

The second cross-over frequency occurs at frequencies above 100 MHz which is given as, 
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As Figure 4.1(a) illustrates, fc2 is a function of cell interior dielectric and geometric parameters at 

this frequency range.  Hence, extracting cell interior dielectric properties from fc2 is limited due to 

the interference of these parameters and characterization of Re{KCM} is required to obtain cell 

dielectric model.  

4.5 MATERIALS AND METHOD 

4.5.1 DEP Cytometer  

We employ an all-electronic DEP cytometer to measure DEP response of single CHO cells in high 

frequency side of b-dispersion region. The microwave DEP cytometer is shown in Figure 4.2. It 

includes a microfluidic chip coupled to a microwave interferometer [24]. The microfluidic chip 

houses a 40 µm×100 µm channel to carry single cells to a region where actuating and sensing co-

planar electrodes are co-located.  

The DEP voltage is delivered to the actuating electrode, A, by using a signal generator. Due to the 

limitation of the available signal generator in providing the required DEP voltage, (VDEP ≈ 8VPP), 

a high gain power amplifier (gain = 30 dB) operating in 1- 500 MHz, is utilized. At the interface 

of the power amplifier and the actuating electrode, small board with a 50 Ω termination in parallel 

is used to prevent reflection in VHF frequency band.   

As cells flow in actuation region, the exerted DEP force displaces them vertically in the channel. 

The presence of a cell over the S1 and S2 electrodes perturbs the electric field and induces a 

capacitance change related to the height of the cells. A microwave interferometer measures the 

capacitance change signal S(t) as the cell flows over the electrodes. The interferometer employs a 

quarter-wavelength resonator coupled to the sensing electrodes. The induced capacitance, C(t), 
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modulates the insertion phase of the resonator which is in a ram of the interferometer. The output 

signal associated with the capacitance change at either sensor is then detected by a lock-in  

amplifier and is given by [24], 

𝑆 𝑡 ≈ 𝐺
𝜕𝜑
𝜕𝐶 |��∆𝐶 𝑡 ,																																																																(4.5) 

where G is the gain of apparatus, and fr is the resonance frequency of the resonator. The induced 

capacitance change is a function of the RF electric field intensity, |𝐸e� ℎ |, at the cell heights 

above the sensing electrodes and is given by, 

∆𝐶 = 3𝜀U𝑉a𝑅𝑒 𝐾^_(𝑓e�)
𝐸e� ℎ @

𝑈e�@
.																																													(4.6) 

Here URF is the voltage between the sensing electrodes.  

As a cell flows through the DEP actuation region, depending on Re{KCM (fDEP)}, it may experience 

pDEP and translates to lower heights or conversely, experiences nDEP and translates to higher 

altitudes. Figure 4.2 shows the measured signals, S(t) obtained for typical CHO cells at three 

Figure 4.2 Schematic of microwave interferometer and microfluidic channel with actuating electrode, 

A, and sensing electrodes S1 and S2 in asymmetric spacing configuration. Examples of signatures 

obtained for CHO cell when it experiences no DEP as well as pDEP and nDEP at fDEP =10 MHz and 

fDEP = 100kHz, respectively, are depicted. 
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different DEP frequency when it undergoes pDEP, nDEP and no DEP conditions. The DEP 

response of single cells can be quantified by defining force index, f = (P2-P1)/P1, where P1 and P2 

are the maximum peak values measured over S1 and S2, respectively. The sign of the force index 

directly reflects the direction of the DEP force and subsequently the sign of Re{KCM (fDEP)} which 

is used to determine the cross-over frequency. The value of force index is related to the intensity 

of the exerted DEP force and is associated with the value of Re{KCM(fDEP)}, the position of the 

cell in the DEP region, and the interaction of the DEP force with hydrodynamic forces in the 

microfluidic channel. Hence, further analysis is required to derive Re{KCM(fDEP)} from the 

measured signals.  

4.5.2 Re{KCM} Calculation 

In order to calculated the Re{KCM}, COMSOL Multiphysics is used to simulate the trajectory of 

cells in the actuation region. In the microfluidic channel, the trajectory of each individual cell is 

determined by measuring its height before and after applying DEP (h1 and h2, respectively). Over 

the sensing electrode arrays, h1 (S1) and h2 (S2) are determined using the amplitude and shape of 

measured signal, S(t). Each sensing electrode array in signal-ground-signa, G-S-G, configuration 

(gap1=15µm,  

width=40µm, and gap2= 30 µm) provide a unique electric field profile, 𝐸e� ℎ , at different heights 

in the channel. The normalized electric field squared profile, generated by the sensing array in G-

S-G for various heights over S2 is shown in Figure 4.3(b). The registered signature due to the 

presence of a cell at a particular height, h1 (h2), over S1 (S2) is directly proportional to 𝐸e� ℎ?  

(𝐸e� ℎ@ ), see eq. 3 and eq. 4.4.  Using particle trajectory simulations, Re{KCM} of each cell is 

then calculated such that the determined entering DEP region at h1, translate to h2 while subjection 
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to DEP force.  The translation of a homogenous particle in presence of a DEP force and 

hydrodynamic forces including gravity, buoyancy, lift and drag at various entrance height is shown 

Figure 4.3 Schematic of trajectories of a cell undergoing noDEP, nDEP, and pDEP forces. b) 

Simulated result of square of sensing electric field at different exit height above the second sensing 

electrode, S2. c) Simulated exit heights, h2, of a homogenous spherical particle entering DEP region at 

h1for various Re{KCM} values when VDEP= 4 Vp. 
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in Figure 4.3(c).  

4.5.3 Cell preparation 

The Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are grown in BioGro-CHO serum-free medium (BioGro 

Technologies, Winnipeg, MB). Cells are passaged every 2-3 days with seeding density of 2×105 

cell/ml. They are incubated at 37 °C with a 10% CO2 overlay. In this work, the DEP measurements 

were performed on healthy (nutrient-replete) and starved (nutrient- deprived) Chinese hamster 

ovary (CHO) cells. The healthy normal cells were obtained from day 2 CHO cells cultured in the 

regular Bio-Gro-CHO medium. The nutrient deprived cell were obtained by re-suspending the 

CHO cells (day 2 cells cultured in the regular Bio-Gro-CHO medium) in the Bio-Gro medium 

lacking glucose and glutamine and incubating the suspension under the same condition as for the 

healthy ones for a period of 36, 42, 48, and 55 hours. 

On the day of the experiment the nutrient-replete cells with density 2×105 cell/ml were centrifuged 

and re-suspended in the DEP measurement medium with conductivity of 0.17 S/m. The 

measurement media comprises a low conductivity medium (σ = 0.08 S/m) mixed with the BioGro 

medium (σ =1.5 S/m, Πe=310 mOsm/kg) at 15:1 ratio. The low conductivity medium contains 22.9 

mM sucrose, 16 mM glucose, 1 mM CaCl2, and 16 mM Na2HPO4. To maintain the osmotic 

balance, the osmolality of the measurement media are adjusted to 290 mOsm/kg and 298 

mOsm/kg. 

4.6 RESULTS 

4.6.1 System Calibration 

In DEP cytometry, the DEP force acting on cells depends on not only Re{KCM} but also the applied 
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DEP voltage, VDEP (see. Eq. 2). In our DEP cytometer, VDEP can be affected by the frequency 

response of the power amplifier and the actuation electrode, A. To determine the effective DEP 

voltage across the actuation electrode, VDEP was calibrated using 10µm-diameter polystyrene 

beads (PSS) with well-defined dielectric properties. The DEP response of many PSSs was 

measured in medium with conductivity of 0.17 S/m over the entire b-dispersion region which is 

shown in Figure 4.4(a). Each data points represent the averaged force indices of about 100 PSSs. 

For the given medium, PSS (erb=2.5) exhibits a lossless behavior and subsequently a frequency 

independent DEP response spectrum (Re{KCM} = -0.5). Thus, the observed frequency dependent 

behavior is attributed to the frequency response of the DEP cytometer. To determine the effective 

VDEP from the measured DEP responses, particle trajectory of a spherical particle (Re{KCM}|p= -

0.5 and rp= 5 µm) undergoing a DEP force for various VDEP values was simulated. VDEP was then 

determined such that the simulated DEP response matches the measured one at each frequency. 

The calculated VDEP, shown in Figure 4.4, was later used to derive the Re{KCM} of single CHO 

cells from their measured DEP responses.  

 

Figure 4.4 Mean of force indices and for 10 µm- diameter PSS measured in medium with conductivity 

0.17 S/m with the corresponding calculated VDEP obtained from simulation. 
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4.6.2 Re{KCM} characterization for single CHO Cells under controlled starvation 

Dielectrophoresis cytometry was carried out on CHO cells cultured in BioGro-CHO or starvation 

media at several frequencies over 300 kHz- 300 MHz frequency range. The Measurements were 

conducted in medium with conductivity of 0.17 S/m under a controlled flow velocity to deliver 

cells to the DEP region with similar heights. At each selected frequency, the DEP response of 

approximately 100-150 cells were measured. For each individual cell, the initial height before 

entering DEP region, h1, and the exit height from the DEP region, h2, was obtained using the 

method described in Section 4.5.2. Re{KCM} were then calculated using the average of the 

extracted h1 and h2 obtained for each frequency employing numerical simulations explained in 

Section 4.5.2. Figure 4.5 gives the calculated Re{KCM} spectra for the nutrient replete and nutrient 

deprived CHO cells for several independent experiments. The error bars correspond to the standard 

deviation of the mean of the extracted heights (h1 and h2). Note that our system is also capable of 

characterizing Re{KCM} for each single individual cell subjected to DEP (see the Appendix 4.8.1).  

Figure 4.5(a) shows the characterized Re{KCM} spectra at 36, 42, and 48 hours after culturing in 

starvation medium. The control data represents the healthy normal CHO cells grown in BioGro 

medium. Our preliminary studies on CHO cells under controlled starvation indicate that CHO cells 

maintain their viability during the first 36 hours of starvation and a rapid change in their viability 

typically occurs during 36 to 48 hours of starvation [20]. Hence, these experiments were performed 

to characterize Re{KCM} spectra during the transition of cell from a viable to apoptotic state. The 

two data points at 6 MHz after 48 hours of starvation correspond to two distinct subpopulations of 

cells with Re{KCM}> 0 and Re{KCM} < 0. In the prior work of our group, it has been demonstrated 

that the transition of cells from viable to apoptotic state is accompanied by change in sign of the 

measured force indices, f , and subsequently Re{KCM} from a positive to a negative value at 6  
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MHz in medium with conductivity of 0.17 S/m [19], [25]. Hence, the second subpopulation of 

cells Re{KCM (fDEP= 6 MHz)} < 0 at after 48 hours represents the apoptotic cells. At this time 

interval, the subpopulation of apoptotic cells may coexist with viable ones at other measurement 

Figure 4.5 Mean of calculated Re{KCM} during the transition of cells from viable to non-viable state in 

medium with conductivity of 0.17 S/m. b) Mean of the calculated Re{KCM} for viable and non-viable 

CHO for various independent measurements in medium with conductivity of 0.17 S/m. 

(b) 
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frequencies but it is not discernable. In order to characterize the Re{KCM} spectrum of apoptotic 

cells, DEP measurements on nutrient deprived cell were carried out when a complete transition 

from a positive to a negative value in f was observed at 6 MHz. Figure 4.5(b) shows the Re{KCM} 

spectrum of viable and apoptotic CHO cells for several independent experiments. 

As Figure 4.5 illustrates, the first cross-over frequency, fc1 moves toward higher frequencies, 

whereas, the second cross-over, fc2, shifts toward lower frequencies during the transition of cells 

from viable to apoptotic state. Employing a linear interpolation between the positive and negative 

Re{KCM}, the change in the cross-over frequencies is quantitatively characterized and is shown in 

Figure 4.6.  

 

The first cross-over frequency is dominantly affected by the cell size and its membrane capacitance 

(see eqn. 4.1(b)). Table .4.1 gives the radius of the nutrient replete and nutrient deprived cells over 

the course of experiments.  It shows that the change in state of cells is followed by 20% decrease 

in the cell’s radius.  Therefore, the observed increase in the first cross-over frequency (> 100 %) 

is dominantly governed by the decrease in the membrane capacitance. The change in Re{KCM} in 

300 kHz to 6 MHz frequency range as the cells state changes indicates that the plasma membrane 

Figure 4.6 The change in the first and second cross-over frequencies during the change in status of 

CHO cells from viable to non-viable using linear interpolation in Figure 4.5(a) 
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capacitance drops from 1.9 to 0.9 µF/cm2 and the cytoplasm conductivity declines from 0.44 to 

0.08 S/m as they become non-viable. These results are in agreement with our previous studies 

reported in [21].  

The second cross-over frequency is impacted by the dielectric properties of the cell cytoplasm, the 

ratio of the nucleus to cell radius and the cell radius (see Figure 4.1). Therefore, the observed 

changes can be attributed the combine effect of these parameters. In order to accurately relate the 

observed changes to change in cell parameter a complete dielectric model of the healthy CHO cells 

at high frequency side of b-dispersion region is required as the first stem (see Appendix 4.7.2).  

Table 4.1 Mean of Cell Radii for the Performed Experiments 

Experiments 
Set 1 

(Viable) 

Set 1 

(36 hrs) 

Set 1 

(42 hrs) 

Set 1 

(48 hrs) 

Set 2 

(viable) 

Set 3 

(viable) 

Set 4 

(apoptotic) 

Set 5 

(apoptotic) 

rc (µm) 6.1 5.5 5.3 5.1 5.9 6.0 5.1 5 

4.7 CONCLUSION 

In this work, a microfluidic device capable of measuring the DEP response of single cells while in 

flow over the entire β-dispersion range was presented. The frequency response of the system was 

demonstrated for 10 µm polystyrene spheres. The DEP response of Chinese hamster ovary cells 

when their status was changing from viable to apoptotic under controlled starvation was measured 

and spectra of Re{KCM} were extracted at each step.  The first and second cross-over frequencies 

were also determined. Results showed that change in state of cells from viable to apoptotic was 

followed by quantifiable decrease in the Re{KCM} spectra over the entire β-dispersion region and 

subsequently increase in the first cross-over frequency and decrease in the second crossover 

frequency. 
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4.8 APPENDIX 

In this work, Re{KCM} at the driven DEP frequencies are extracted from the mean of the measured 

heights over S1(h1) and S2(h2) which are obtained for cells entering the DEP region at similar 

heights (filtered data). However, Re{KCM} can be extracted for every individual cells. In order to 

verify that either approaches lead to similar results, DEP measurements on healthy viable CHO 

cells in media with conductivity of 0.17 S/m and 0.42 S/m were conducted. Figure. 4.7 shows the 

averaged of the measured DEP responses (force indices, f) normalized to the VDEP at the driven 

frequencies. At each measurement frequency, the DEP response of about 100-150 cells were 

measured. Using the procedure explained in Section 4.4.2, the entrance height to the DEP region 

and the exit height from this region for each individual cell was extracted. Example of the extracted 

  

4.8.1 Extraction of Re{KCM} for single cells 

Figure 4.7 Mean of force indices of 10 µm- diameter PSS measured in medium with conductivity 0.17 

S/m. Extracted VDEP from the measured DEP response of PSSs.  
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h1 and h2 in each measurement medium is shown in Figure 4.8. The heights are obtained from the 

verified signals for each cell and the signals due to the double cells, clumps, aggregated cells and 

debris shown in Figure 4.8(b) were filtered out. 

 

Figure 4.8 The entrance height, h1, of about 150 cells to the DEP region, and their corresponding exit 

heights, h2, from the DEP region extracted from the shape and magnitude of measured signals over S1 

and S2, respectively at fDEP= 6 MHz, in the measurement media. b) Samples of registered signals for 

CHO cells  

(a)	
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In order to calculate Re{KCM} for individual cells, particle trajectory simulations were performed   

for each single cell using the extracted heights and the methods explained in Section 4.5.2. In the 

simulations, the radius of the cells was set to 6 µm (obtained by optical imaging). The velocity of 

each cells was set to the values obtained from the timing between the two sensing peaks, P1 and 

P2, of its registered signal, shown in Figure 4.8(b). Figure 4.9(a) shows the averaged of the 

corresponding Re{KCM (fDEP = 6 MHz)} calculated using the measured h1, h2 in Figure 4.9(a) with 

error bars representing the standard deviation in the mean. Comparing the results obtained from 

the two approaches shows that the extracted mean for Re{KCM} are in good agreement.  

Typically, mammalian cells such as CHO are modelled using the double-shell structure into which 

a membrane enclosing a cytoplasm and a membranous nucleus are incorporated (see Figure 

4.1(a)). The double-shell model uses eight dielectric (emem, smem, ecyt, scyt, ene, sne, en, and sn) and 

four geometric (rc, rn, dmem, and dne) parameters to characterize the cell. These parameters can be 

derived from the calculated Re{KCM} spectrum using a curve fitting method [21].  

CHO cells have been previously characterized in the frequency range of 0.6-10 MHz in the prior 

work of our group which are depicted by stars in Figure 4.10. Employing the double-shell model, 

the five most dominant parameters in this frequency range were derived out from the characterized 

Re{KCM} (emem= 8.5e0 F/m, dmem= 5 nm, scyt= 0.42 S/m, ene = 23.8e0 F/m, and sn= 1.5 S/m) when 

the other remaining non-effective parameters were set to the values reported in literature (smem= 1 

µS/m, ecyt= 60e0 F/m, sne= 1 mS/m, dne= 40 nm, and en = 120e0 F/m). In the model, the cells radius 

and nucleus to cell radius were set to rc= 6 µm, and rn/rc= 0.55 determined by optical imaging. The 

4.8.2 CHO Cell Dielectric Properties Extraction 
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spectrum of the spectrum of Re{KCM} in medium with conductivity of 0.17 S/m and .42 S/m using 

the reported parameters is shown by dashed lines in Figure 4.10. 

Comparing the Re{KCM} characterized Section 4.7.1 with the previously developed model 

indicates a degree of discrepancy at frequencies above 10 MHz as shown in Figure 4.10. Besides, 

Figure 4.9 a) The calculated Re{KCM}corresponds to the extracted heights in Figure 4.8(a) b) Mean of 

the calculated Re{KCM} error bars representing the standard deviation in the mean. 
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the second cross-over frequencies, determined as fc2= 290 MHz (sm= 0.17 S/m) and fc2= 265 MHz 

(sm= 0.42 S/m), occur at higher frequencies than those that the model predict. In order to improve 

the previously developed dielectric model for CHO cells at higher frequency the optimization  

Figure 4.10 a) Mean of the calculated Re{KCM} in medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m. b) Mean of the 

calculated Re{KCM} in medium with conductivity 0.42 S/m. The error bars represent standard deviation 

in the calculated Re{KCM}. 

(a)	

(b)	
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  method described in [21] is employed to fit the model to the characterized values of Re{KCM}. 

We selected ecyt, scyt, rc, and rn/rc (the most dominant parameters in 6 – 350 MHz frequency range) 

as the optimization parameters. scyt, and rn/rc were determined in the prior work, however, these 

parameters may vary slightly by cell cycle and passage number. The other remaining parameters 

are set to the values reported in the prior work [21]. The resultant best-fit is depicted by solid lines 

in Figure 4.10. The corresponding parameters derived from the optimization is presented in Table 

4.2.  

Table 4.2. Mean of the Extracted Parameters for Viable CHO 

Parameters scyt ecyt rn/rc rc 

Extracted values 0.44 S/m 54e0 F/m 0.68 6 µm 

 

Our results in Table 4.2 show that cytoplasm conductivity is 0.44 S/m which is in agreement with 

the value obtained previously for viable CHO cells [21]. The conductivity of the cytoplasm is 

mainly attributed to ionic concentration of the K+, Na+, and Cl- in the aqueous cytoplasm. The 

average concentration of 130-150 mM for K+, 15-30 mM for Na+, and 7-35 mM for Cl- are reported 

for various cell lines. This ion content results in conductivity 1.5 S/m approximately [12], [16]. 

Studies have shown that the effective conductivity of the cytoplasm is less than the expected value 

(1.5 S/m). This can be attributed to the presence of non-conductive cytoplasmic organelles and 

macromolecules which may reduce the effective ion mobility in the cytosol by a factor of 3 to 4 

(0.35 < scyt < 0.5 S/m). Table 4.2 also shows that the mean extracted value for cytoplasm 

permittivity is 54 which is within the range reported in literature [12]. The electric field generated 

by the dissolved ions in aqueous cytoplasm affects the orientation of water molecules surrounding 

the ions and results in a decline in the overall permittivity of the cytoplasm from that of the pure 
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water (er=78). While the extracted values for ecyt, and scyt, are in agreement with the previously 

reported values, the extracted values for rn/rc is larger than the reported value in [26]. The previous 

work in our group shows rn/rc = 0.55 [21]. However, other studies on the CHO cells shows that 

rn/rc can be in the range of 0.5-0.7 depending on the its cell cycle and phase [27].  

Figure. 4.10 also shows a degree of discrepancy between the new developed model and the 

measurement results. This may be attributed to the limitation of the double-shell model to represent 

the cell at high-frequency side of b-dispersion region. In the double-shell model, cell interior is 

modeled by a homogenous cytoplasm containing dissolved ions as well as water and a 

membranous nucleus. However, cytoplasm exhibits a heterogeneous structure. Besides water and 

dissolved, it consists of biomolecules (e.g. proteins, amino-acids, and small peptides chains) and 

organelles such as vacuoles and mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum which contribute in its 

overall dielectric properties [12]. Estimation of the amount of the contribution of such 

compartments on the overall permittivity of the cytoplasm is unclear.  
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5.1 SYNOPSIS 

In previous chapters, the change in dielectric properties of single CHO cells under controlled 

starvation was investigated. It was shown that quantifiable change in the plasma membrane and 

cytoplasm conductivity of cells occurs during their transition from viable state to apoptotic state. 

In this chapter, the effect of thermal stress in the temperature range of hyperthermia is investigated. 

Hyperthermia has been investigated for several decades, either alone as a tool for inducing 

necrosis, or as an adjuvant for tumor sensitization to chemotherapeutic agents. The finding of this 

study can be extended to tissue. 

 

CHAPTER 5.  DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SINGLE CELLS SUBJECTED TO 

HEAT SHOCK USING DEP CYTOMETRY  
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5.2 ABSTRACT 

Dielectrophoresis (DEP) cytometry was used to investigate changes in the membrane capacitance, 

membrane conductance and cytoplasm conductivity of single Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells 

subjected to thermal stress. CHO cells were exposed to temperatures ranging from 37°C to 50°C 

for 15 minutes and measured immediately after exposure. Heat-treated cells were measured at 

frequencies over the β-dispersion region to obtain the dielectric parameters of a multi-shell cell 

model. A microwave DEP cytometer measuring DEP-induced translation of many individual heat-

treated cells at selected frequencies was used to determine the Clausius-Mossotti factor and 

subsequently cell dielectric parameters. Results reveal that temperature induced stress is 

accompanied by decrease in cell membrane capacitance from 1.75 to 0.71 µF/cm2, suggesting 

alteration in morphological features of the cell membrane surface. Results also show an 

insignificant decline in cytoplasm conductivity for treatment up to 46°C. A significant decline in 

cytoplasm conductivity, from an initial value of 0.34 to 0.22 S/m was observed for 50°C. The 

effect of suspending cells in low conductivity DEP media was also investigated. 

5.3 INTRODUCTION 

Employing electrical based techniques in cell biology has shown promising potential for non-

invasive and label-free characterization and separation of cells [1]–[6]. The study of cells subjected 

to an environmental stress such as hyperthermia, nutrient deprivation, pH alteration or drugs has 

drawn special attention due to their applications in cancer therapy and vaccine and 

biopharmaceutical production processes [7], [8]. Alteration of a cell’s physiology and morphology 

in response to an environmental stress is accompanied by changes in its dielectric properties [9], 

[10]. These changes depend on the cell line and the type of stress. For instance, it has been shown 
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that osmotic imbalance results in a change in cell membrane morphology and subsequently cell 

membrane capacitance or that nutrient deprivation is associated with a decrease in cell cytoplasm 

ionic content and correspondingly a decrease in internal conductivity [11], [12]. Dielectric 

techniques can be used to monitor these changes, detect events such as apoptosis, and obtain 

insight into the corresponding physiological changes without staining or lysing the target cells. 

Hyperthermia has been investigated for several decades, either alone as a tool for inducing 

necrosis, or as an adjuvant to chemotherapeutic agents for tumor sensitization [13], [14]. Heat 

treatment of biological cells is accompanied by a large number of morphological and physiological 

cellular alterations which can influence their dielectric properties, depending on the treatment 

temperature and duration [15]–[17]. Heat exposure significantly affects a cell’s membrane 

structure and its functionality making it a target to study hyperthermia [18]. Typical biological 

cells have a plasma membrane covered by surface features such as microvilli, folds and ruffles 

which increase the membrane surface area and its corresponding capacitance [11]. It has been 

shown that relatively short exposure of cells to temperatures in the range 45-50°C results in 

membrane morphological alteration such as loss of microvilli and bleb formation [19], [20]. The 

cell plasma membrane acts as a barrier with selective permeability. It contains ion channels and 

pumps which maintain the cell’s internal ionic balance. Thermal stress can damage the lipid and 

protein structure of the plasma membrane impacting its ion permeability and ion transport 

mechanisms [21]. These events can result in changes in the cell volume and intracellular ionic 

content and subsequently cytoplasm and membrane conductivity.  

The DEP force is proportional to the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor, KCM, the 

polarizability of a cell with respect to its surrounding medium. Due to the non-homogenous 

structure of a cell Re{KCM} exhibits a dispersive behavior. The interfacial polarization across the 
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plasma membrane and its interaction with the extra/intracellular fluid affects Re{KCM} 

significantly in the β-dispersion region. Figure 5.1 shows Re{KCM} for a healthy CHO cell with 

parameters from [24]. It illustrates that, while Re{KCM} is dominated by membrane conductance 

and capacitance at kHz frequencies it is predominately influenced by cytoplasm conductivity at 

MHz frequencies. 

We have previously shown that thermal stress causes changes to cell membrane capacitance and 

cytoplasm conductivity [25]. In this paper, the DEP response of single CHO cells subjected to 

thermal stress for 15 minutes is measured at frequencies 100 kHz, 300 kHz, 600 kHz and 6 MHz 

(sensitive to Gmem, Cmem and σcyt). The measured DEP response of cells along with numerical 

simulation is employed to obtain quantitative values for the change in Gmem, Cmem and σcyt. The 

size of heat-treated cells is also measured by optical imaging. Section II describes the 

Figure 5.1 Re{KCM} spectra for a typical Chinese hamster ovary cell with parameters from [24] 

(solid line) in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m. The dashed, dash-dotted, and dotted lines show 

the frequency regions sensitive to increase in membrane conductance, decrease in membrane 

capacitance and decrease in cytoplasm conductivity, respectively. 
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dielectrophoresis technique and the sensitivity of Re{KCM} to various cell parameters in order to 

determine the proper frequencies for DEP measurement. The DEP cytometry system and the 

approach we take to extract Re{KCM} from the measured DEP response of cells is given in Section 

III. Section IV gives results for Re{KCM} and the dielectric parameters, Gmem, Cmem and σcyt, of 

untreated and heat-treated CHO cells. We also investigate the effect of suspending cells in a low-

conductivity medium, verifying the effects are due to the heat treatment.     

5.4 DIELECTROPHORESIS  

In the dielectrophoresis (DEP) technique, biological cells are polarized in an external non-uniform 

electric field. The interaction of the polarized cell with the non-uniform field produces a force 

acting on it which is given by [22], 

 

𝐹pvr =
9
@
𝑉abcc𝜀U𝑅𝑒 𝐾^_ 𝛻|𝐸lUmpvr(𝑟)|@.                                           (5.1) 

Here, εm is the permittivity of the medium, Vcell is the cell volume, and 𝐸lUmpvr 𝑟  is the strength 

of the electric field at the cell position. The Clausius-Mossotti factor, Re{KCM}, is a function of 

frequency and the complex permittivity of the medium, 𝜀U, and cell, 𝜀abcc, given as, 

	𝐾^_ 𝑓pvr	 =
𝜀abcc − 𝜀U
𝜀abcc + 2𝜀U

																																																														(5.2)	 

where 𝜀 = 𝜀 − 𝑗𝜎/𝜔. Biological cells consist of membranes, various organelles and constituents 

whose electrical properties affect 𝜀abcc at different frequencies. We assume a double shell model 

for the cell which includes the outer plasma membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus as shown in Figure 

5.2(a). 𝜀abcc contains the effect of these compartments. An expression for calculating 𝜀abcc in terms 

of the eight compartment dielectric parameters is provided in [24]. Parameter values for a typical 
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viable CHO cell are: cell radius, rc= 6 µm; plasma membrane dmem = 5 nm, emem= 8.5e0 (F/m), 

smem = 1 µS/m; cytoplasm ecyt = 60e0 (F/m), scyt= 0.42 S/m; nucleus rn= 3.3 µm, en= 120e0 (F/m), 

sn=1.5 S/m; nuclear envelope dne= 40 nm, ene= 23.2e0 (F/m), sne= 1 mS/m). Note that in this paper 

we specify changes in the membrane in terms of its per unit area capacitance, Cmem= εmem/dmem, 

and per unit area conductance, Gmem= σmem/dmem. When under stress, such as heat shock, the cell 

membrane lipids and proteins as well as the morphology of the membrane can change dramatically 

[21], [26]. These changes can affect the effective area of the membrane, εmem and σmem, as well as 

dmem. For a membrane thickness much less than the cell radius, it is difficult to distinguish the 

effects of all three membrane parameters by measuring the behavior of Re{KCM} over our selected 

frequency range (100 kHz-6 MHz). Therefore, in this study we report their combined effective 

values as Cmem and Gmem. 

The sensitivity of Re{KCM} to all geometric and dielectric parameters is studied in [12], [24].  

Studies on heat-treated cells show that the cell membrane undergoes significant changes which 

may affect the membrane capacitance, membrane conductance and cytoplasm conductivity. Our 

preliminary results on CHO cells subjected to thermal stress show a decrease in Cmem and σcyt [25]. 

Figure 5.2(b) shows the change in Re{KCM} associated with 10%, 30%, and 50% decrease in the 

cell membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity for a typical CHO cell with (reference 

parameters from [24]). The change in Re{KCM} when the membrane conductance increased by 

factors of 10, 50, 100 is also provided in Figure 5.2(b). It has been shown that membrane 

conductance can undergo a dramatic increase due to the membrane permeabilization during 

extreme heat treatment (75°C for 5 min) [16]. In Figure 5.2(b), it is evident that Re{KCM} is 

dominantly sensitive to change in the membrane conductance, Gmem, membrane capacitance, Cmem, 

and cytoplasm conductivity, σcyt, at 100 kHz,  300 kHz and 6 MHz, respectively. It is also 
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noticeable that the sensitivity of Re{KCM} to the three parameters is independent at the chosen 

frequencies. It has been also shown that the change in the remaining dielectric parameters do not 

affect Re{KCM} at these frequencies. Thus, measuring the DEP response of cells at these 

frequencies can be used to selectively characterize changes in the cell membrane and cytoplasm. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 a) Double-shell dielectric model for a CHO cell where a plasma membrane with thickness of 

dmem encloses the cytoplasm and nucleus. The dielectric properties of each layer is defined by a dielectric 

permittivity, ε, and conductivity, σ. b) Change in Re{KCM} spectrum for  a CHO cell  due to a 10%, 

30%, and 50% decrease in the membrane capacitance, cytoplasm and nucleus conductivity and change 

in Re{KCM} for 10, 50 and 100 times increase in the membrane conductance. Arrows show the direction 

of changes. Reference parameters are from [24] and medium conductivity is σm = 0.17 S/m..  
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5.5 DEP CYTOMETER 

We employ a microfluidic system capable of LF-UHF1 actuation simultaneously with microwave 

impedance sensing in order to measure the DEP response of single cells. Figure 5.3 shows the DEP 

cytometer where a single cell flowing in a 100 µm wide by 40 µm high channel passes over an 

electrode array located at the bottom of the channel. Details of the DEP cytometer’s operation is 

described elsewhere [7], [26]. As shown in Figure 5.3(b), the cell is exposed to a DEP force, 

generated by applying a sinusoidal voltage at a desired frequency to the actuation electrode, A. 

The vertical displacement of the cell due to the DEP force is detected at two sensing electrodes, S1    

and S2, located at each side of the actuation electrode. A resonator enhanced microwave 

interferometer coupled to these sensing electrodes, capacitively measures the presence and altitude 

of the cell before and after the DEP actuation, as shown in Figure 5.3(b). The interferometer 

electronics is described in [27]. At the output of the interferometer, the registered signal, S(t), is 

proportional to the capacitance change, ∆CRF(t), induced by the cell at a particular elevation above 

the sensing electrodes and is given as, 

S t = G UR+² UR+³
´µ
´N ³R

∆C·¸ t ,																																																								(5.2)	 

∆C·¸ t = 3ε*V3+::Re KNO f·¸
q¼½¾
¿À (R)

Á
	

Â¼½¾
Á .																																																				(5.3)	 

Here G is the gain of the interferometer, and |Uref|, |Ures| are the signals at the reference and 

resonator paths. φ is the capacitance sensitive insertion phase of the resonator. E·¸(r) is the 

electric field at the cell location. 

                                                
1 Low Frequency-Ultra High Frequency 

5.5.1 DEP Force Measurement 
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Figure 5.3 a) The DEP cytometer consisting of a microwave interferometer coupled to a microfluidic 

chip. b) The trajectory of a cell flowing in the channel for three possible cases, where the cell 

experiences nDEP, pDEP, or in the absence of DEP. c) Examples of simulated signals, S(t), for a CHO 

a) 
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Due to the coplanar configuration of the sensing electrodes, the profile (magnitude and shape) of 

∆CRF(t) and subsequently S(t) varies for cells at different heights over S1 and S2, as shown in Figure 

5.3(c). The amplitude of the two registered peaks for a cell before and after DEP actuation (P1 and 

P2 associated with ∆CRF at S1 and S2, respectively) can be exploited to quantify the DEP force 

using a parameter, force index, defined as, 

ϕ =
P@ − P?	
P?

.																																																																																(, .5) 

At the applied DEP frequency, a cell with Re{KCM}>0 is translated toward a higher electric field 

intensity region (pDEP), resulting in P2>P1. Conversely, a cell with Re{KCM}<0 is translated to a 

region with a lower electric field intensity (nDEP) which yields P2 <P1. While the sign of force 

index reflects the direction of the DEP force and subsequently the sign of Re{KCM}, its magnitude 

is related to the amount of the cell displacement and hence the magnitude of Re{KCM}. 

In order to extract Gmem, Cmem and σcyt of cells subjected to thermal stress, Re{KCM} is first 

calculated from the measured DEP response at the chosen frequencies. In the actuation region, 

besides the DEP force, hydrodynamic forces including gravity, buoyancy, lift and drag influence 

the translation of cells in the channel [24]. Hence, fluid dynamic simulation is employed to 

determine Re{KCM} from the translation of the cells subjected to both DEP and hydrodynamic 

forces [26]. For each individual cell, the entrance height, h1, to the DEP region, and for the same 

cell, the exit height, h2, from the DEP region are obtained from the shape and magnitude of S(t), 

registered over S1 and S2, as they flow over the detection regions. The value of Re{KCM} is then 

determined such that the simulated S1(h1) and S2(h2) match the measured signals (examples shown 

in Figure 5.3(c)). Using the mapping in Figure 5.4, Gmem, Cmem and σcyt at the corresponding 

5.5.2 Re{KCM} and Cell Parameter Extraction 
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Figure 5.4 a) σcyt as a function of Re{KCM} at f = 6 MHz. b) Cmem as a function of Re{KCM} at f = 300 

kHz. c) Gmem as a function of Re{KCM} at f = 100 kHz.  
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frequencies is then derived from the calculated Re{KCM}. Figure 5.4 shows Gmem, Cmem and σcyt as 

a function of Re{KCM} at corresponding frequencies using a double shell model with parameters 

from [24]. At 100 kHz, 300 kHz, and 6 MHz, Re{KCM} is predominately governed by Gmem, Cmem, 

and σcyt, respectively (see Figure 5.2).  

DEP measurements were conducted such that cell velocities were controlled within a range of 

1500-2000 µm/s. Based on the timing between the two sensing maximum peaks and the signal 

profiles, a filter was applied so that cells having similar entrance height to the DEP actuation region 

were selected for further analysis. Signals from debris, aggregated cells and other small particles 

were also filtered out, this being one of the advantages of single cell analysis. The DEP response 

of CHO cells is directly proportional to both Re{KCM} and Vcell (see (5.1)). The size of heat-treated 

CHO cells was monitored by optical imaging using a Cedex XS cell analyzer (Innovative, 

Germany). 

5.6 CELL PREPARATION 

Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are grown in BioGro-CHO serum-free medium (BioGro 

Technologies, Winnipeg, MB) with seeding density of 2×105 cell/ml. Cells are incubated at 37°C 

with a 10% CO2 overlay and passaged every 2-3 days. On the day of experiment, prior to heat-

treatment, day 2 cells are diluted and re-suspended in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m and 

then placed in a heat bath for 15 minutes. The medium consists of a low conductivity medium (σ 

= 0.08 S/m) mixed with the BioGro medium (σ = 1.5 S/m) at 15:1 ratio to obtain the desired 

conductivity of 0.17 S/m. The low conductivity medium contains 22.9 mM sucrose, 16 mM 

glucose, 1 mM CaCl2, and 16 mM Na2HPO4. The osmolality of the Bio-Gro medium and 

measurement medium are 310 and 290 mOsm/kg, respectively. DEP measurements begin 
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immediately (<1 minute) after heat treatment without re-suspending cells and is completed within 

40 minutes. Trypan blue exclusion assay indicated >95% viability at the beginning of each 

experiment. 

5.7 RESULTS 

5.7.1 Effect of Measurement Medium  

During heat exposure, CHO cells were suspended in a measurement medium whose conductivity 

is less than the growth medium. Therefore, the effect of measurement medium on the DEP 

response of untreated CHO cells was also investigated. The dielectric response of CHO cells 

suspended in the low conductivity measurement medium, σm = 0.17 S/m, were measured over the 

course of an hour at 100 kHz, 300 kHz and 6 MHz. The temperature during measurements was 

23°C. Figure 5.5(a) shows the mean value of the measured force indices versus time for each 

frequency. Each data point represents the mean of approximately 80-100 cells. The error bars 

represent the standard error of the mean which can be attributed primarily to size heterogeneity in 

the sample. The size distribution of CHO cells suspended in the measurement medium was 

measured every 10 minutes over an hour, as shown in Figure 5.5(b).  

The change in the measured force indices (ϕ) and size (Vc) of the cells indicates that suspending 

cells in a medium with reduced conductivity is accompanied by possible changes in Gmem, Cmem 

and σcyt.  In order to determine the magnitude of these changes, Re{KCM} was calculated from the 

measured force indices (f), as described in Section III-C. Figure 5.5(c) shows the extracted 

Re{KCM} over time at each frequency. Using the obtained value of Re{KCM} and mapping in 

Figure 5.4, Gmem, Cmem and σcyt is the determined at each time interval.   
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Figure 5.5 a) Mean force indices of CHO cells measured in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m at 

23°C over an hour. b) Distributions of cell diameter over the course of measurement. c) Calculated 

Re{KCM} corresponding to the measured force indices. 
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The results, presented in Table 5.1, show a decrease in cell size and cytoplasm conductivity. Under 

equilibrium conditions in growth media (σ =1.5 S/m), the cytoplasm conductivity of CHO cells is 

approximately 0.45 S/m. Suspension in a measurement medium whose ion content is lower than 

the growth medium leads to a new ionic equilibrium which results  in decrease in the intracellular 

ion concentration and subsequently a decline in the cytoplasm conductivity. The decrease in the 

intracellular ion concentration is accompanied by a small decline in size to maintain osmotic 

balance.  

Table 5.1 also indicates that effective membrane conductance increases over the course of the 

measurement, while its capacitance does not vary significantly. Studies have shown that osmotic 

stress causes changes in the effective surface area of the plasma membrane and subsequently its 

capacitance [11]. In this work, the osmolality of the measurement medium (290 mOsm/kg) and 

the BioGro-CHO growth medium (310 mOsm/kg) are similar. Hence, a noticeable change in 

membrane capacitance is not expected.  

Table 5.1. Mean estimate of dielectric properties of cells in measurement medium over time 

Time (min) Dcell (µm) σcyt (S/m) Cmem (µF/cm2) Gmem (S/cm2) 

10 11.5 0.51 1.60 0.5 

20 11.4 0.42 1.55 0.5 

30 10.9 0.34 1.80 0.8 

40 11.0 0.35 1.82 1.1 

50 10.9 0.34 1.80 1.3 

60 10.9 0.31 1.87 1.3 
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The values for the effective membrane conductance are not solely due to the plasma membrane 

conductivity. The plasma membrane behaves as an insulating bilayer with conductivity typically 

<10-6 S/m [28]. In aqueous suspensions an additional surface charge layer can form around the 

cell. The surface conductance of this double-layer contributes to the effective membrane 

conductance, and in low-conductivity media can dominate this parameter [28]. 

5.7.2 Effect of Heat-treatment on CHO Cells 

DEP measurement of heat-treated CHO cells was performed at frequencies, 100 kHz, 300 kHz, 

600 kHz, and 6 MHz. Figure 5.6(a) shows the mean value of the measured force indices as a 

function of frequency for temperatures 37°C, 42°C, 46°C, and 50°C. Each data point shows the 

mean of approximately 100-150 cells (filtered data). The error bars represent the standard error of 

the mean. The results indicate a decrease in the measured force indices and shift in the first cross-

over frequency toward higher frequencies as temperature is increased. Figure 5.6(b) gives the 

distribution of the cells diameter measured right after heat-treatment and all cell’s measured force 

indices at 6 MHz. It has been previously shown that in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m when 

fDEP = 6 MHz, shift in force index from a positive to a negative value is due to the change in 

viability state of CHO cells [7]. In Figure 5.6(b), the second population of cells with ϕ<0 at 50°C 

represents non-viable cells in the sample, which their mean value is represented by a star in Figure 

5.6(a). In order to determine the change in dielectric parameters, Re{KCM} at each frequency was 

first extracted, and shown in Figure 5.7. Error bars represent the deviation in simulation results 

when the diameter of the cell is set to one standard deviation above and below the measured 

average diameter (Figure 5.6(b)). The corresponding Gmem, Cmem and σcyt were then determined 
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Figure 5.6 a) Mean force indices of heat-treated CHO cells measured in a medium with conductivity 

0.17 S/m for 37°C, 42°C, 46°C and 50°C. b) Distribution of measured force indices at 6 MHz and cell 

diameter at each temperature.  
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using the mapping in Figure 5.4. The estimated mean of the parameters is given in Table 5.2, where 

the errors correspond to the error bars in Figure 5.7. 

Results indicate that with increasing thermal stress, membrane capacitance substantially decreases, 

from 1.75 to 0.71 µF/cm2. Since the measurement medium has a negligible effect (see Table 5.1), 

the observed change in Cmem is attributed to thermal stress. Studies have shown that under thermal 

stress, the structure and morphology of the cell membrane as well as its permeability are altered 

[19]. Biological cells have abundant surface features (e.g. microvilli, folds and ruffles). The length, 

diameter, and number of these surface features varies with thermal stress depending on the duration 

and temperature of the heat treatment [20]. These changes impact the surface area of the cell’s 

membrane and subsequently its capacitance [29]. Thus, the observed decrease in the cell’s 

membrane capacitance can be associated with loss of membrane surface complexity and decrease 

in the effective surface area. Note that this might not be the case for high temperature heat shock 

protocols, which were not explored here. 

Results also indicate that the cytoplasm conductivity of heat-treated cells decreases from 0.34 S/m 

to 0.22 S/m as temperature increases. Note that σcyt remains fairly stable at approximately 0.32 S/m 

for treatment temperatures up to 46°C. Since the heat-treatment (15 minutes) and DEP 

measurements (20 minutes) were performed in a medium with conductivity 0.17 S/m, the cells 

have an internal conductivity similar to the values reported in Table 5.1 after 40 minutes in low-

conductivity medium. Heat-treatment at 50°C causes a significant decrease in the internal 

conductivity of the cell. This may be attributed to the increase in ion permeability of the plasma 

membrane for higher temperatures, and coincides with the observed increase in membrane 

conductance. In the results obtained for cells exposed to 50°C, a distinct second population of cells 

exhibiting nDEP at 6 MHz was observed. These cells, represented by star in Figure 5.6(a) and 
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Figure 5.7, can be identified as non-viable cells [7], [12]. This second population may be present 

at other frequencies but is not discernable.  

Table 5.2. Mean estimate of dielectric properties of heat-treated cells 

Temp. (°C) Dcell (µm) σcyt (S/m) Cmem (µF/cm2) Gmem (S/cm2) 

37 11.0 0.32±0.04 1.75±0.12 1.16±0.5 

42 10.9 0.34±0.06 1.10±0.10 <0.4 

46 11.0 0.30±0.06 0.71±0.08 <0.5 

50 10.7 0.22±0.02 0.77±0.12 0.6±0.5 

50* 10.7 0.1±0.01 - - 

*The second sub-population (ϕ<0) emerged at 50°C. 

Figure 5.7 Calculated Re{KCM} corresponding to the measured force indices using numerical 

simulation. The star symbol indicates an additional subpopulation of cells arises for the 50°C case 

(obvious at 6MHz only).  
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The behavior of the effective membrane conductance is more complicated. We observed an initial 

decrease in Gmem for lower temperatures (42-46°C). Similar behavior has been observed for low 

temperature treatment of Chinese hamster V79 cells [17]. For 50°C treatment we see a sudden rise 

in Gmem. This coincides with decrease in σcyt suggesting increased membrane permeability. An 

increase in the plasma membrane conductance has also been observed for yeast cells, but at higher 

temperature [16].  

5.8 CONCLUSION 

In this work, the change in dielectric properties of single CHO cells subjected to thermal stress 

was studied using a microwave DEP cytometry technique. The DEP response of   single cells was 

measured at frequencies sensitive to cell membrane capacitance, membrane conductance and 

cytoplasm conductivity. Results showed quantifiable decrease in effective membrane capacitance 

even for a small increase in temperature. Cytoplasm conductivity remained fairly stable up to 46°C 

but fell significantly at 50°C. This suggests that the cell can maintain short-term ionic balance for 

low level heat exposure. We did not explore the long-term viability of cells subjected to heat shock. 

Other studies show cells can recover after several hours when subjected to 41°C but do not recover 

after 45°C treatment [30].  

There is a wide variation in a particular sample population due to size heterogeneity, growth cycle 

and phase dependence on the timing of the heat treatment. In this paper we identify viable and 

non-viable cells and report mean values for these cell’s dielectric parameters. The DEP cytometer 

measures individual particles and enables us to identify and separate debris, aggregates of cells 

and other anomalous particles from the measured data. This is not possible in bulk suspension 

measurement approaches.  
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6.1 CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis was focused on developing dielectrophoresis based techniques to characterize the 

dielectric properties of single cells while in-flow. In chapter 2, a multi-frequency DEP based 

approach was introduced to characterize the dielectric properties of single cells at multiple 

frequencies. Biological cells consist of various constituents which govern their DEP response at 

different frequencies. Hence, characterizing the dielectric spectrum of cells at multiple frequencies 

provides an approach for determining the dielectric properties of intracellular constituents. 

Impedance-based techniques provide information on multiple dielectric parameters of cells. 

However, the measured signal is a function of cell position over the sensing region and the 

configuration of the sensing electrodes so further analysis is required to extract the cell’s dielectric 

CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  
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properties. Over the past decades, the use of DEP-based methods for cell characterization, 

identification and separation has been grown rapidly due to ease and simplicity of this technique. 

However, most DEP cytometers probe the dielectric behavior of cells at a single frequency 

providing information on a cell’s parameter dominant at the driven frequency. Multi-frequency 

cytometer allows measurement of multiple cellular dielectric parameters, simultaneously. In this 

chapter, multi-frequency DEP technique was demonstrated by developing a dual-frequency DEP 

cytometer capable of measuring dielectric properties of single cells at two frequencies, 

simultaneously. The device and signature analysis method for determining Re{KCM} was verified 

using polystyrene microspheres. The DEP response of single CHO cells at two frequencies 

sensitive to membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity was characterized, simultaneously.  

The multi-frequency DEP cytometry also enables identification of different dielectric related 

variations in a sample with multiple subpopulations. In most dielectric based techniques, the bulk 

properties of a suspension of many cells are measured and the details about cell heterogeneity are 

typically masked out. Multi-frequency DEP cytometry approach allows identification and 

measurement of the dielectric properties of these subpopulations. In chapter 3, the dual-frequency 

DEP cytometer was employed to identify single viable or apoptotic cells within a population and 

simultaneously characterize the membrane capacitance or cytoplasm conductivity of the same 

cells. This was achieved by selecting one frequency to measure the change in cell membrane 

capacitance and conductivity of the cytoplasm, and the other one to identify the viability state of 

the cells. Identification and simultaneously characterization of single cells within a population is 

important when significant subpopulations of cells such as viable, apoptotic and necrotic co-exist 

in a sample. In this chapter, the study was conducted on single CHO cells when their state changed 

from viable to apoptotic during controlled starvation for 64 hours. The experimental results 
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showed an incipient subpopulation of early apoptotic cells after 40 hours of starvation, which 

rapidly increased during the next 12 hours. After 52 hours, a complete transition from viable to 

apoptotic state was observed. Analyzing the subpopulation of viable cells over the first 52 hours 

showed that the membrane capacitance gradually declined, whereas the cytoplasm conductivity 

initially remained constant. A dramatic decline in cytoplasm conductivity was observed after 52 

hours, corresponding to most cells being apoptotic. As membrane capacitance is related to 

membrane morphology and cytoplasm conductivity is related to intracellular ion concentrations. 

The results indicated that during controlled starvation the cell membrane smooths gradually 

whereas intracellular ion concentrations are initially maintained near homeostatic levels until a 

later dramatic decline occurs. The findings of this work can be used to infer the results of dielectric 

probe measurement of bulk media. 

The dual-frequency DEP cytometer presented in chapter 2 is only capable measuring DEP 

response of single cells at low frequency side of b-dispersion region. Therefore, a wide-band DEP 

cytometer for characterizing the dielectric properties of single cells over the entire b-dispersion 

region was developed and presented in chapter 4. The dielectric properties of various cell lines 

were investigated extensively at the low-frequency side of b-dispersion region. However, research 

at high frequency side of this region are relatively few due to the limitation in implementation of 

DEP. Characterizing the dielectric properties of cell over the entire b-dispersion region provides 

insight on the cell interior structures and their dielectric properties which enables developing 

complete dielectric model for cells. This is essential for accurate prediction and evaluation of the 

cellular processes. DEP cytometry over the entire b-dispersion region also gives the first and 

second cross-over frequencies. The first cross-over frequency provides information on the cell size 

and cell membrane capacitance while, the second one gives information on the morphology and 
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dielectric properties of the cytoplasm and intracellular organelles such as nucleus. Determining 

cross-over frequencies is one of the most common approach for cellular separation due to the 

simplicity in their measurements. In this chapter, the developed system was verified and calibrated 

using polystyrene microspheres. The spectra of Re{KCM} for viable and apoptotic CHO cells were 

characterized over the entire b-dispersion region.  The progression of change in the cross-over 

frequencies of single CHO cells were also investigated during controlled starvation. Results 

showed that during progression of apoptosis, the first cross-over frequency decreases while the 

second one increases. Results also showed that the Re{KCM} of CHO cells decreases over the 

entire measurements frequencies during transition of cells from viable to apoptotic state. 

Characterization of Re{KCM} for viable and apoptotic single cells is a first step toward developing 

a complete dielectric model for the target cells. 

Finally, chapter 5 reports the application of our DEP cytometer to characterize the dielectric 

proprieties of single CHO cells subjected to thermal stress in 37 °C – 50 °C temperature range. 

This work presented quantified results on the effect of thermal stress on the effective membrane 

capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity of single CHO cells. Results showed quantifiable decrease 

in effective membrane capacitance even for a small increase in temperature suggesting loss of 

membrane surface features during heat treatment. However, cytoplasm conductivity remained 

fairly stable up to 46°C but fell significantly at 50°C suggesting that the cell can maintain short-

term ionic balance for low level heat exposure. Hyperthermia (42 °C – 48 °C) has been investigated 

for several decades, either alone as a tool for inducing necrosis, or as an adjuvant for tumor 

sensitization to chemotherapeutic agent. The finding of this research can be extended for future 

studies to study the effect of hyperthermia on tissue or cells for cancer therapy.  
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6.2 FUTURE WORK 

In this thesis, DEP based techniques to quantitatively characterize the dielectric properties of single 

cells were presented. The DEP techniques were used to characterize viable and apoptotic Chinese 

hamster ovary (CHO) cells under starvation and heat shock stimuli. Future work might encompass 

the following:  

1- In chapter 2, a dual-frequency DEP cytometer capable of measuring DEP response of cells 

at two simultaneous frequencies was presented. It was shown that the system enables rapid 

measurement of the first cross over frequency or characterization of two dielectric 

parameters. However, only at the low frequency side of the b-dispersion region. It would 

be interesting to extend the application of this system to the higher frequencies to cover the 

entire b-dispersion region where the dielectric properties of intracellular compartments play 

dominant role. In this case, the dual-DEP cytometer can be employed for not only multiple 

dielectric characterization over the entire b-dispersion region but also rapid characterization 

of the first and second cross-over frequencies, simultaneously. 

2- In chapter 3, it was shown that the dual-DEP cytometer can be employed to identify and 

characterize different dielectric related changes in a sample with multiple subpopulations. 

This chapter was focused on characterizing the change in plasma membrane capacitance 

and cytoplasm conductivity of cells during transition of viable to apoptotic state. One 

interesting study would be to sweep the driven frequency over the entire b-dispersion region 

to investigate the change in other intracellular organelles, such as the nucleus. This might 

allow determination of possible pre-apoptotic events in cell’s constituents before reaching 

the apoptotic state. 
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3- In chapter 4, a wide band DEP cytometer to characterize the DEP response of cells over 

entire β-dispersion region was demonstrated. This devise employs coplanar sensing 

electrodes in asymmetric configuration which provides accurate estimation of the heights 

of single cells over the DEP region. However, it is only capable of characterizing the DEP 

response of cells at a single frequency at a time. Extending the application of asymmetric 

sensing electrodes in the multi-frequency DEP cytometer would provide more accurate 

information about the change in dielectric properties of cells.     

4- In chapter 4, it was shown that the Re{KCM} spectra of viable and apoptotic CHO cells 

exhibit distinct behavior over the entire β-dispersion  region. It was demonstrated in chapter 

3 that the decrease in membrane capacitance and cytoplasm conductivity are the main cause 

of such difference on the low frequency side of the β-dispersion region. Over the high 

frequency side of the β-dispersion region, however, Re{KCM} is impacted by various 

intracellular parameters. It would be interesting to accurately determine the e intracellular 

parameters in this regime. This would provide a complete dielectric model of CHO cells at 

higher frequencies. 

5- In chapter 5, preliminary results on the impact of hyperthermia on membrane capacitance 

and cytoplasm conductivity of CHO cells were reported. In this study, cells were exposed 

to thermal stress when suspended in DEP measurement medium whose conductivity was 

lower than the typical BioGro-CHO growth medium. An interesting research study would 

be to heat treat cells while suspended in their growth medium. The findings of such study 

would be of intrest in cancer treatment where cells are in their growth medium. 

6- In chapter 5, it was also observed that the DEP response of heat treated cells at 100 kHz 

(dominated by plasma membrane conductance) varied differently at different temperatures, 
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while it monotonically decreased at 300 kHz (dominated by plasma membrane capacitance). 

The change in the plasma membrane can be related to loss of microvilli, folds and ruffles, 

however, the change in plasma membrane conductance can be due to change in the 

membrane protein structure or its permeabilization. Studying the effect of thermal stress on 

cells as function of heat treatment duration in addition to the heat treatment temperature can 

provide more information on the causes of changes in membrane conductance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


